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Abstract In a previous paper, we laid out the vision of a

novel graph query processing paradigm where instead of

processing a visual query graph after its construction, it in-
terleaves visual query formulation and processing by ex-

ploiting the latency offered by the GUI to filter irrelevant

matches and prefetch partial query results [7]. Our recent

attempts at implementing this vision [7, 8], show signifi-

cant improvement in system response time (SRT) for sub-

graph queries. However, these efforts are designed specif-

ically for graph databases containing a large collection of

small or medium-sized graphs. In this paper, we propose a

novel algorithm called QUBLE (QUery Blender for Large

nEtworks) to realize this visual subgraph querying paradigm

on very large networks (e.g., protein interaction networks,

social networks). First, it decomposes a large network into

a set of graphlets and supergraphlets using a minimum cut-

based graph partitioning technique. Next, it mines approx-
imate frequent and small infrequent fragments (SIFs) from

them and identifies their occurrences in these graphlets and

supergraphlets. Then, the indexing framework of [8] is en-
hanced so that the mined fragments can be exploited to in-

dex graphlets for efficient blending of visual subgraph query

formulation and query processing. Extensive experiments on

large networks demonstrate effectiveness of QUBLE.
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1 Introduction

Graphs are of increasing importance in modeling complex

structures such as molecular interactions, chemical compounds,

social relationships, and program dependence. Due to the

explosive growth of graph-structured data in recent years,

querying graph databases has emerged as an important re-

search problem for real-world applications that are centered

on large graph data. At the core of many of these applica-

tions lies a common and important query primitive called

subgraph search, where we want to retrieve one or more sub-

graphs in a set of data graphs that exactly or approximately

match a user-specified query graph. Efforts to address this

problem can be broadly classified into two streams [9]. One

stream focuses on processing subgraph queries on a large

number of small or medium-sized graphs (e.g., [2,7,8,12,15,

17] such as chemical compounds. The other stream aims to

handle query processing on a small number of large graphs

(e.g., protein interaction networks, social networks) [13, 14,

19–22]. In contrast to the former stream, there has been lesser

research on the latter.

Concurrent to the aforementioned efforts toward efficient

subgraph querying, a number of declarative graph query lan-

guages (e.g., SPARQL, GraphQL [4]) have also been pro-

posed that can be used to formulate these queries. Unfor-

tunately, formulating a graph query using these languages

often demands considerable cognitive effort from a user and

requires “programming” skill that is at least comparable to

SQL. Consequently, in many real life domains (e.g., life sci-

ences) it is unrealistic to assume that users are proficient in

expressing such queries textually.

1.1 A New Visual Querying Paradigm

A popular way to alleviate the graph query formulation chal-

lenge is to build a user-friendly graphical interface on top of
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Fig. 1 Visual interface for formulating graph queries.

a graph query processing technique. Figure 1 depicts an

example of such a visual interface. A user begins formulat-

ing a query by choosing a database as the query target and

creating a new query canvas using Panel 1. The left panel

(Panel 2) displays unique labels of nodes that appear in the

dataset. In the query formulation process, the user chooses

labels from Panel 2 for creating nodes in the query graph.

Then, she drags a node that is part of the query from Panel

2 and drops it in Panel 3. Next, she adds another node in the

same way and creates an edge between the added nodes by

left and right clicking on them. Additional nodes and edges

are added to the query graph by repeating these steps1. Fi-

nally, the user can execute the query by clicking on the Run
icon in Panel 1.

In [1, 7], we laid out the vision of a novel visual graph

query processing paradigm where we blend the two tradi-

tionally orthogonal steps, namely visual query formulation

and query processing, bringing in two key benefits. First, it

ensures that the query processor does not remain idle dur-

ing query formulation. Second, it significantly improves the

system response time (SRT)2. In traditional graph processing

paradigm, the SRT is identical to the time taken to evaluate

the entire query as the query processor remains idle during

query formulation. In contrast, in this new paradigm, the SRT

is the time taken to process a part of the query that is yet to be

evaluated (if any). Note that from an end user’s perspective,

the SRT is crucial as it is the time the user has to wait be-

fore she can view the results. More recently, we proposed a

visual subgraph querying algorithm called PRAGUE [8] that

implements this vision. Let us illustrate it with an example.

Consider a graph database containing a set of small or

medium-sized graphs (e.g., chemical compounds). PRAGUE

first mines and extracts frequent and infrequent graph frag-
ments from this database using an existing frequent graph

mining algorithm [16]. These fragments are then used to

construct the action-aware frequent (A2F) and action-aware

1 In this paper, we assume an “edge-at-a-time” visual query formulation interface.
A more advanced and domain-dependent GUI may support drag and drop of canned
patterns or subgraphs (e.g., benzene ring) for composing visual queries. Such visual
query composition interface is beyond the scope of this work.

2 Duration between the time a user presses the Run icon to the time when the user
gets the query results [7].

infrequent indexes (A2I). Suppose a user constructs a query

graph using the GUI in Figure 1. PRAGUE utilizes the latency

offered by the GUI actions to retrieve partial candidate data

graphs. For each new edge constructed by the user, it uses

the action-aware indexes to generate an on-the-fly dynamic

index called spindle-shaped graph (SPIG), which succinctly

records various information related to the set of supergraphs

of the new edge in the visual query fragment. Using these

indexes, it retrieves identifiers of data graphs containing the

query fragment q (denoted by Rq). If q is a frequent frag-

ment or a discriminative infrequent fragment (DIF), then the

identifiers are retrieved by probing the A2F-index or A2I-

index, respectively. Note that a DIF is an infrequent frag-

ment whose size is either one or all its subgraphs are fre-

quent. If q is neither a DIF nor a frequent fragment then

PRAGUE exploits the SPIGs to generate the candidate set. If

Rq becomes empty (the query fragment does not have any

matches) then it exploits the SPIG set again to retrieve ap-

proximate matches3 to q. This continues until the user clicks

on the Run icon, when final query results are computed.

Specifically, if the final query is a frequent subgraph or a

DIF, then the results are directly computed without subgraph

isomorphism test. If it is a non-DIF infrequent query, then the

exact results are computed by filtering false candidates us-

ing subgraph isomorphism test. Otherwise, if the final query

has no exact match then its approximate matches are gen-

erated using SPIGs and, if necessary, by extending VF2 [3]

to handle MCCS-based similarity verification. Note that the

above paradigm can be efficiently realized even when a user

modifies a query at any time during query formulation [8].

1.2 Motivation

PRAGUE is designed specifically for graph databases con-

taining a large collection of small or medium-sized graphs.

Consequently, its indexing schemes and query processing

strategy are designed to efficiently support query matching

on such data graph collection. Unfortunately, these schemes

cannot be easily adopted to support subgraph queries on

large networks containing thousands of nodes and edges.

This is primarily because the frequent and infrequent fragments-

based indexing strategy adopted in PRAGUE is impractical

for this case. Specifically, a graph fragment is considered

frequent if the number of data graphs containing it is no less

than a certain support threshold α. Now suppose we have a

single large graph with 100,000 nodes and 200,000 edges.

Then, PRAGUE can only identify frequent fragments if α is

set to either zero or one. If α is set to one, then all subgraphs

of the data graph can be considered as frequent. However,

this is prohibitively expensive to index as there are more

3
PRAGUE adopts the maximum connected common subgraphs (MCCS) for com-

puting similarity between a pair of graphs.
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than one billion subgraphs. Even if an index could be con-

structed, a non-DIF infrequent query would require a sub-

graph isomorphism test against a data graph having 100,000

nodes, which is prohibitively expensive. In contrast, it is not

explosive in the context of small or medium-sized graph col-

lection as we only need to keep track of identifiers of data

graphs that contain a frequent fragment or DIF and the sub-

graph isomorphism test is against small-sized graphs.

At first glance, it may seem that the aforementioned bot-

tleneck is due to the way frequent and infrequent fragments

are defined in the PRAGUE framework. However, in general,

generating frequent subgraphs for indexing is itself a bottle-

neck for the case of large networks [14]. This is because the

time complexity of subgraph isomorphism, the core routine

of any frequent subgraph mining algorithms, grows expo-

nentially with the graph size. Furthermore, these subgraphs

may suffer from low selectivity and redundancy issues [14],

reducing the effectiveness of the indexes. Small-sized fre-

quent fragments typically have low selectivity as they may

occur many times. As a result, they may generate a large

number of candidates against small-sized query fragments.

Also, it is quite possible to have significant redundancies

among a large number of frequent subgraphs as they may be

quite similar to each other.

The indexing scheme of PRAGUE is not the only stum-

bling block for realizing the new visual querying paradigm

on large networks. Visualizing query results is also a chal-

lenging issue. In PRAGUE it is straightforward to visually

display each data graph satisfying a query graph as the num-

ber of nodes in each data graph is small. However, visualiz-

ing them in a large network becomes cognitively and com-

putationally challenging. Even if a data graph contains few

thousands of nodes and edges, it imposes significant cogni-

tive burden on an end user if it is shown in its entirety. Par-

ticularly, the entire network looks like a giant hairball and

subgraphs that match a query are lost in the visual maze. In

this paper, we propose a novel framework called QUBLE4

(QUery Blender for Large nEtworks) which addresses the
aforementioned limitations to realize our vision of the visual
subgraph querying paradigm on large networks.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec-

tion 2, we give an overview of QUBLE and highlight the key

contributions of this work. We elaborate on each step of our

solution in Sections 3- 6. Section 7 presents a systematic

analysis of the performance of QUBLE. We review related

research in Section 8. The last section concludes the paper.

The key notations used in this paper are given in Table 1.

4
QUBLE is a game where players twist and turn a cube to build words in 60-second

rounds using letters worth varying point values. Each player must decide how to best
allocate their play time between moving the cube or searching and calling out each
word. In our visual querying paradigm, we also decide how to best manage the time
between visual actions and searching for query fragment matches.

Table 1 Key symbols.

Symbol Definition
g, G A (sub)graph or network
q, Q A query graph (fragment)
Gp = (Vp, Ep) A partition graph with id p
Gb = (Vb, Eb) A bridge
G� = (V�, E�) A graphlet
gid(.) Identifier of a graphlet
D� The set of all graphlets
Δ Adjacent set
GΔ = (VΔ, EΔ) A supergraphlet
sgId(.) Identifier of a supergraphlet
DΔ A set of all graphlets and supergraphlets
fsgIds(g) Set of supergraphlet identifiers of FSGs of g
J = g1 � g2 fragment join of g1 and g2
α Minimum support threshold
σ Subgraph distance threshold
a2fId(·) Identifier of each node in A2F-index
a2iId(·) Identifier of a SIF in A2 I-index
em A new edge added by user
Sm = (Vm, Em) A G-SPIG

Lind(g) Indexed Fragment List of a vertex v ∈ Vm

representing g
freqId(g) frequent id attribute of Lind(g)
sifId(g) SIF id attribute of Lind(g)
Ω(g) Supergraphlet id set attribute of Lind(g)
S A set of G-SPIGs
Rq Identifiers of (super)graphlets containing q

2 Overview and Contributions

We begin by introducing some fundamental graph concepts

that are necessary to the understanding of QUBLE.

2.1 Basic Graph Terminology

A graph (or network) G is denoted as (V,E), where V is

the set of nodes and E ⊆ V × V is the set of (directed or

undirected) edges in the graph. Nodes and edges can have

labels as attributes specified by mappings φ : V → ∑
V�

and ψ : E → ∑
E�

respectively, where
∑

V�
is the set of

node labels and
∑

E�
is the set of edge labels. Each node in

V is assigned a unique identifier. The size of G is defined as

|G| = |E|. For ease of presentation, we present our method

using undirected graphs with labeled nodes. It is straightfor-

ward to extend our method to process edge-labeled and/or

directed graphs. Besides, we assume that a query graph has

at least one edge and all nodes in it are connected (no dan-

gling edges or nodes).

A graph G1 = (V1, E1) is a subgraph of another graph

G2 = (V2, E2) (orG2 is a supergraph ofG1) if there exists a

subgraph isomorphism fromG1 toG2, denoted byG1 ⊆ G2

(or G2 ⊇ G1). We may also simply say that G2 contains G1

or G2 is an exact match of G1. The graph G1 is called a

proper subgraph of G2, denoted as G1 ⊂ G2, if G1 ⊆ G2

and G1 � G2. Given two connected graphs G1 and G2, if

G1 is a subgraph ofG2 and |G2| = |G1|+1, then we refer to
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Fig. 2 A network. The numbers within the nodes are labels and not

node ids.

G1 as a parent graph of G2. Lastly, given a graph G, let G1

and G2 be subgraphs of G. Let G1 is isomorphic to G′
1 =

(V ′
1 , E

′
1) ⊆ G andG2 is isomorphic toG′

2 = (V ′
2 , E

′
2) ⊆ G.

Then, G1 and G2 is said to overlap in G if V ′
1 ∩V ′

2 �= ∅ and

E′
1 ∩ E′

2 �= ∅.

2.2 Subgraph Similarity Search Problem

Existing work on subgraph query processing over large net-

works typically focus on two types of queries, namely sub-
graph containment [13, 14, 19] and subgraph similarity [13,

20, 22]. The former focuses on indexing a large network

G, so that we can efficiently find all or a subset of exact

matches of a given query graph inGwhereas the latter seeks

for approximate matches to the query. The word “approx-

imate” refers to matches to the query that allow missing

edges or nodes. Note that as large graphs typically have

intricate structures and can be noisy (e.g., protein interac-

tion networks), support for approximate matches is crucial

in real-world applications [20]. Hence, in this work we aim

to support both subgraph containment and subgraph similar-

ity queries on large networks.

The core component of the evaluation mechanism of sub-

graph similarity queries is the notion of graph similarity. Re-

cently, two types of distance measures are exploited to mea-

sure similarity between two graphs (not necessarily large),

namely graph edit distance [18] and maximum connected
common subgraph [12]. In the former approach, the simi-

larity of two graphs is defined by the least edit operations

(insertion, deletion, and relabeling) used to transform one

graph into another. Each of these operations relaxes the query

graph by removing or relabeling one edge. The latter ap-

proach detects maximum connected common subgraphs (MCCS).

Given two graphs Q and G, a connected common subgraph
(CCS) of Q and G is a connected subgraph of Q that is

subgraph-isomorphic to G. The maximum connected com-
mon subgraph of Q and G is the largest CCS. In spite of the

applicability of edit distance for any type of graphs and its

superior quality of results over MCCS for several cases [18],

in this paper we adopt a variant of the latter as it is more

amenable to a visual querying system as justified in [8].

Definition 1 (Subgraph Distance) Given two graphsG and
Q, let CQ ⊆ G be a connected common subgraph (CCS) of
Q andG. Then the subgraph distance, denoted as distC(Q,G),
is defined as follows: distC(Q,G) = |Q| − |CQ|.

The subgraph distance measures the number of edges

that are allowed to be missed in Q in order to match G.

There can be many subgraphs of G that are CCS of Q and

G. Hence, subgraphs with smaller dist are more similar to

Q. Note that if distC(G1, G2) = 0, then G1 and G2 are

subgraph isomorphic to each other.

Definition 2 (Subgraph Similarity Search) Given a query
graphQ, a large networkG, and a subgraph distance thresh-
old σ, the goal of the subgraph similarity search problem is
to retrieve all connected common subgraphs Ci of Q and G
s.t distCi(Q,G) ≤ σ.

Observe that we use CCS instead of MCCS for similarity

search. This is because we aim to find all similar matches

whose size may be smaller than that of an MCCS as long as

it is within σ. We believe that this feature is especially im-

portant in large networks having intricate structures or noise.

Remark. A keen reader may note the difference between the

above definition of subgraph distance and the edge edit dis-
tance used in SAPPER [20] and TreeSpan [22] for similarity

search. Specifically, these approaches propose to generate

all approximate occurrences of a query graph q inG by enu-

merating all connected subgraphs g in G such that g is at

most θ edges away to be isomorphic to q. That is, these ap-

proaches allow missing edges but not missing nodes5. Con-

sequently, the similar matches are “restrictive” as they must

contain same number of nodes as the query graph. In con-

trast, QUBLE allows both missing edges and nodes, enabling

it to retrieve similar subgraphs that do not necessarily have

the same number of nodes as the query graph.

2.3 Overview of QUBLE

Can we somehow leverage the action-aware indexes and SPIGs

because they have efficiently supported our visual query

paradigm on a large collection of small or medium-sized

5 Extension of TreeSpan is claimed to support vertex mismatch. However, the de-
tails are not discussed in [22].
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Algorithm 1: INDEXGENERATION
Input: A large network G, support threshold α, partition

threshold p.
Output: Action-aware indexes
G ← METIS(G, p);1
D� ← GRAPHSETCONST(G) /* Algorithm 3 */;2
F ← GSPAN(D� , α) ;3
Group frequent fragments F by size;4
(F , I) ← TWOEDGEFRAGMENT(F , I , D�) /* Algorithm 65
*/;
F ← COMPLETEFREQFRAG(F , DΔ) /* Algorithm 7 */;6
I ← COMPLETESIF(I , D�) /* Algorithm 8 */;7
Build action-aware indexes using (F , I);8

23 0 4

7 2 5 19 7 2

19 7 2 5

(a) g1 (b) g2

(c) g3 (d) g4

Fig. 3 Query fragments.

graphs? Unfortunately, this is challenging as it requires us

to determine frequent fragments in a large network which is

prohibitively expensive operation and a long standing prob-

lem [14]. Hence, techniques described in [7, 8] cannot be

directly adopted to this new scenario. Furthermore, it is also

highly space consuming to index location of all possible

occurrences of a feature in a large intricate network as it

may appear numerous times. We address these challenges

in QUBLE by taking the following steps. First, we decom-

pose a large network into pieces of small data graphs while

ensuring that no structural information is lost during this

process. Consequently, the decomposed graph set can be

viewed as a collection of small or medium-sized data graphs.

Second, we discover approximate sets of frequent and infre-

quent fragments from this collection and identify their oc-

currences in the data graphs. In this way, each fragment is

only associated with a list of data graph identifiers instead

of a full location list in the original network, which is very

storage efficient. Third, we redefine and build action-aware

indexes and SPIGs over these decomposed graphs to support

subgraph search. We now briefly describe these steps.

Action-aware index construction. Algorithm 1 outlines

the procedure for generating action-aware indexes in QU-

BLE. We decompose a large network to pieces of small data

graphs called graphlets by exploiting METIS [10], a fast and

widely used minimum cut-based graph partitioning algo-

rithm (Lines 1-2). A graphlet is either a partition graph or a

bridge. Informally, partition graphs are partitions generated

by the graph partitioning algorithm on the original network.

On the other hand, bridges are graphs that are constructed

from cut edges that link certain pairs of partition graphs.

For instance, consider the network in Figure 2. The sub-

graphs with ids G1 to G4 (subgraphs encompassed by thick

lines) are partition graphs generated by the graph partition-

ing technique. The bridges link certain pairs of these parti-

tion graphs (shown by patterned nodes encompassed by dot-

ted lines) and are denoted by G5 to G7 (e.g., G5 linking G1

and G2). These seven data graphs are collectively referred

to as graphlets.

Next, we mine these graphlets to extract frequent and

small infrequent fragments (SIF) and their occurrences, and

use them to create graphlet-based indices and graphlet-based
SPIGs (G-SPIG), which are variants of the original action-

aware indices and SPIGs used in PRAGUE [8], respectively.

At first glance, it may seem that we can use an existing fre-

quent subgraph mining algorithm (e.g., gSpan [6]) to iden-

tify all frequent fragments from the graphlet set (Line 3).

Unfortunately, such approach can only identify all size-one
frequent fragments as an edge can only belong to at most

one graphlet. However due to cut-based partitioning of the

network, it fails to find all frequent fragments (having size

two or more) as well as their occurrences as such a fragment

may be contained in a subgraph involving multiple adjacent
graphlets instead of a single graphlet. For instance, consider

the graphlets in Figure 2 and the fragment g1 in Figure 3(a).

Observe that although there are three occurrences of g1 in

the original network, only one of them occurs in the graphlet

G2. The remaining two are subgraphs of adjacent graphlets

(G3,G6) and (G4,G7). Hence, if the support threshold is set

to 2, then g1 will be identified as an infrequent fragment in-

stead of a frequent one. Furthermore, only the occurrence of

g1 in G2 will be identified by the aforementioned approach.

Consequently, we need to devise strategies to address this

challenge.

The aforementioned challenge raises two important is-

sues. First, do we need to identify all frequent fragments or

a partial set is sufficient? How do we identify them? Sec-

ond, irrespective of whether a fragment is frequent or SIF,

we need to devise a technique to obtain complete sets of oc-

currences of these fragments to facilitate subgraph search.

How can we identify and index them efficiently?

Fortunately, as we shall see in Section 7, it is not nec-

essary to identify all frequent fragments to support efficient

visual subgraph query processing in our paradigm. A par-
tial set of frequent fragments is sufficient for our goal. Con-

sequently, frequent fragments that are not identified as fre-

quent by QUBLE are categorized as infrequent (e.g., g1 is

classified as infrequent in the above example). Importantly,

as we shall see later, such “miscategorization” does not ad-

versely impact the performance of QUBLE. The second is-

sue, however, needs to be addressed carefully to support ef-

ficient subgraph query processing. Regardless of whether a

fragment is frequent or SIF, all occurrences of the fragment

must be identified and indexed (e.g., all three occurrences

of g1 must be identified). We exploit the notion of super-
graphlets to identify an approximate set of frequent frag-

ments as well as finding all occurrences of frequent frag-

ments and SIFs.
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Algorithm 2: QUBLE
Input: GUI Action, query q, candidate set Rq , subgraph

distance threshold σ, supergraphlet set DΔ, G-SPIG set
S.

Output: Query results Results

if Action is New then1
q ← q + em;2
Sm ← GSPIGCONSTRUCT(q, Q, em , S) /*Algorithm 9*/;3
Rq ← EXACTSUBCANDIDATES(Sm.vtarget)4
/*Algorithm 10*/;
(Rfree, Rver) ← SIMILARSUBCANDIDATES(q, σ, S)5
/*Algorithm 11*/;

else if Action is Run then6
Results ← EXACTVERIFICATION(q, Rq , S, DΔ)7
/*Algorithm 12*/;
Results ← SIMILARRESULTSGEN(q, Rfree , Rver ,8
Results, σ) /*Algorithm 13*/;

Notice that some nodes in Figure 2 belong to multiple

graphlets. Graphlets that share some nodes but not edges

are referred to as adjacent. Hence, we can combine adja-

cent graphlets together to create a new graph called super-
graphlet. For example, in Figure 2, G3 and G6 are adjacent

graphlets which are combined together to form the super-

graphletG8 (subgraph shaded in yellow). Observe that g1 ⊆
G8. Obviously, constructing all possible supergraphlets is

prohibitively expensive. Hence, they are selectively constructed

to identify all occurrences of frequent fragments and SIFs.

Specifically, the procedures in Lines 4-7 are invoked to achieve

this (detailed in Section 4).

Blending of visual query. When a user constructs a visual

query graph step-by-step, these graphlet-based indices are

leveraged to generate candidate graphlets and supergraphlets.

After every visual action taken by a user, the current query

fragment is evaluated by exploiting the latency offered by

the GUI. Algorithm 2 is invoked whenever a user adds an

edge during visual query formulation6. Let q be the visual

query being formulated by a user. There are two visual ac-

tions on the GUI being monitored, namely New for addition

of a new edge, and Run for executing q7. When a user adds a

new edge em to q, the algorithm first constructs the graphlet-
based spindle-shaped graph (G-SPIG) Sm for em (Line 3).

It then computes the identifiers of candidate graphlets and

supergraphlets that contain q using Sm and the action-aware

indexes by invoking the ExactSubCandidates procedure (Line

4). Next, for a given σ, identifiers of candidates that match

approximately with q is retrieved by exploiting the G-SPIG

set S. This is encapsulated in the procedure SimilarSubCan-
didates (Line 5). The above steps are repeated for each new

edge to incrementally update candidate identifiers until the

Run icon is clicked (Line 6). Subgraphs that exactly match

6 A video of QUBLE is available at http://youtu.be/4k4XBxxdD_4. It will
be demonstrated in SIGMOD 2013 [5].

7 Note that we do not monitor action for modifying the query fragment here as the
procedure is same as in PRAGUE [8].

Fig. 4 Visualizing result matches in QUBLE. Panel 2 shows the list of
supergraphlet identifiers containing matched results.

the query are verified (if necessary) from the candidate graphs

and stored in Results (Line 7). Next, candidates that match

the query approximately are added to Results (Line 8). We

shall elaborate on these procedures in Sections 5 and 6.

In QUBLE, query results generated by the above process

are visually displayed to a user. Recall from Section 1, vi-

sualizing subgraphs that match (or similar to) a query graph

is challenging as depicting them on the entire network pro-

hibitively increases the cognitive burden on end users. Fortu-

nately, the advantage of decomposing a network into graphlets

and supergraphlets is not only limited to storage efficiency

achieved by compressing the location information of a frag-

ment (feature) g into a list of (super)graphlets identifiers

where g is a subgraph. We can also leverage them to visually

show the results of a query on each graphlet or supergraphlet

that contains at least one instance of the result. Specifi-

cally, results are viewed in a “supergraphlet-at-a-time” mode

where one supergraphlet or graphlet containing result matches

is displayed on the results screen one at a time. Figure 4

depicts an example where a matched result is highlighted

with different color in a supergraphlet. Observe that such

supergraphlet-driven view enables a user to clearly locate a

matched result and understand its relationship with neigh-

boring nodes. Additionally, it allows a user to selectively
initiate viewing all matches to a query graph at a particu-

lar location of the network by interactively invoking an all-

matches computation technique (discussed later) on a viewed

supergraphlet. Note that since the size of a (super)graphlet

is significantly smaller, the remaining matches to a query

graph in the viewed supergraphlet can be quickly computed

as demonstrated in Section 7. Note that in [20,22] all matches

are directly computed for the entire network without human

intervention. Hence, our QUBLE framework enables us to

save computational cost by selectively computing all matches

in a specific area of the network as demanded by an end user.

In Section 7, our experimental study demonstrates that

QUBLE has excellent performance as the index construction

time and system response time (SRT) grow gracefully with

increasing size of the network. Importantly, similar to our
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previous studies [7, 8], our results show that the latency of-

fered by the GUI at every step during visual query formula-

tion is sufficient to efficiently support subgraph query pro-

cessing over large networks (up to a million of nodes) in this

visual paradigm. In summary, the main contributions of this

paper are as follows.

– To the best of our knowledge, this is the first effort to

blend visual subgraph query formulation and query pro-

cessing on large networks.

– We take the first step to demonstrate how the notion of

frequent and infrequent fragments can be exploited to

facilitate subgraph querying on large networks. Specif-

ically, we present algorithms to decompose a network

into a set of graphlets and supergraphlets and mine ap-
proximate frequent fragment set and SIFs as well as their

occurrences from them. These fragments are then used

to construct action-aware indexes to support the new vi-

sual subgraph querying paradigm.

– We present a dynamic on-the-fly index structure called

graphlet-based spindle-shaped graph (G-SPIG), which is

a variant of the SPIG structure used in [8], to facilitate

efficient pruning and retrieval of partial results during

visual query formulation. Specifically, we describe how

subgraph containment and similarity search can be per-

formed by efficiently exploiting G-SPIGs and the latency

offered by a visual querying environment.

– By applying QUBLE to large datasets, we show its effec-

tiveness, significant improvement of the SRT over state-

of-the-art methods based on the traditional paradigm,

and ability to handle large networks for interactive sub-

graph querying.

3 Decomposition of a Large Network

We now describe in detail how we decompose a large net-

work into small pieces of graphlets and supergraphlets.

3.1 Graphlets and Adjacent Graphlets

As mentioned in the preceding section, we first partition a

large network into a set of partition graphs and bridges us-

ing a cut-based graph partitioning algorithm (e.g., METIS [10]).

Note that the task of such graph partitioning algorithm is

to assign a single partition number to each node of the in-

put network based on the required number of nodes in one

partition. Edges that connect nodes that have different parti-

tion numbers are “cut” away. The goal is to minimize edge-

cut while trying to achieve the required number of nodes in

a partition. After the partitioning, each node v is assigned

a partition number pid(v). Note that we are assuming an

environment in which partitioning occurs once, while sub-

graph query processing can occur many times, therefore in

the sequel we focus on the effect partitioning has on sub-

graph querying, not on the cost of partitioning itself. Ad-

ditionally, although QUBLE exploits METIS, it is not tightly

coupled to any specific graph partitioning technique. This

enhances generality of QUBLE as it can be easily realized on

top of any superior cut-based graph partitioning technique

(by replacing METIS in Line 1 in Algorithm 1 with another

partitioning technique).

Definition 3 (Partition Graph) A partition graph Gp =
(Vp, Ep), with id p, is a subgraph of G = (V,E) where
∀vi ∈ V , vi ∈ Vp iff pid(vi) = p.

For example, the subgraphs with ids G1 to G4 in Fig-

ure 2 are partition graphs generated by a cut-based graph

partitioning technique.

Definition 4 (Bridge) Given two partition graphs Gp1 and
Gp2 ofG = (V,E) where p1 �= p2, a bridge ofGp1 andGp2

is a graph Gb = (Vb, Eb) that satisfies the followings: (a)
∀vi ∈ V , vi ∈ Vb iff pid(vi) = p1 and ∃ an edge (vi, vj) s.t.
vj ∈ V and pid(vj) = p2; (b) ∀e = (v1, v2) ∈ E, e ∈ Eb

iff pid(v1) = p1 and pid(v2) = p2.

Informally, a bridge is constructed from cut edge(s) that

link certain pair of partition graphs. For example, G6 is a

bridge of partition graphsG2 andG3. In this paper, we refer

to a partition graph or bridge collectively as graphlet. Each

graphlet (denoted by G�) is identified by a unique identifier,

denoted by gid(G�) (or gid� for brevity). Clearly, based on

the above definitions, any edge in the original network can

only belong to exactly one graphlet. A node in a graphletG�

is called a boundary node iff its degree in G� is less than

its degree in the original network G. Since each edge of G

belongs to exactly one graphlet, boundary nodes belong to

more than one graphlet. Notice that all nodes of a bridge are

boundary nodes. In the sequel, we denote the set of graphlets

generated from G as D�.

Two graphlets G�1 = (V�1 , E�1) and G�2 = (V�2 , E�2)
are adjacent iff V�1 ∩ V�2 �= ∅ and E�1 ∩E�2 = ∅. That is,

adjacent graphlets share some common nodes in the original

network but not edges. For example, in Figure 2 G5 and G1

are adjacent graphlets. Notice that adjacent graphlets are dif-

ferent from overlapping graphs where both nodes and edges

must be shared. Clearly, two partition graphs (e.g., G1 and

G2 in Figure 2) cannot be adjacent because each node has a

single partition number and cannot belong to two different

partition graphs at the same time. A set of graphlets is con-

sidered as an adjacent set (denoted asΔ) iff each graphlet is

adjacent to at least one other graphlet in the set. For exam-

ple, Δ = {G3, G4, G6, G7} because G3 is adjacent to G6

and G7 while G4 is adjacent to G7.

Construction of graphlets. We now briefly describe the

procedure to construct graphlets from the original network.
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Algorithm 3: GRAPHLETSETCONST
Input: Partitioned graph set G
Output: Graphlet set D�

foreach v ∈ G do1
pid(v) ← partition number of v;2
Add v into partition graph Gp in D� whose gId = pid(v);3

foreach vi ∈ G do4
pid(vi) ← partition number of vi;5
foreach vj in the adjacent list of vi in G do6

pid(vj) ← partition number of vj ;7
if pid(vi)=pid(vj) then8

Connect (vi, vj) in Gp whose gId = pid(vi);9
else10

Add vi, vj into corresponding bridge Gb in D�;11
Connect (vi, vj) in Gb;12

We first obtain the partition graphs using METIS [10]. It

takes as input the original network and a partition threshold,

which specifies the target number of nodes in each parti-

tion graphs. METIS will then assign one partition number to

each node in the original network. Algorithm 3 outlines the

procedure for graphlets construction. To construct a parti-

tion graph, nodes of the same partition are grouped together.

If there is an edge between any two of these nodes in the

original network, it will be added into the partition graph.

To construct a bridge, for each pair of adjacent nodes in the

original network, if their partition numbers are different, the

two nodes and their edge will be added to the corresponding

bridge. Observe that G is scanned only once and the time

complexity of constructing the graphlet set is O(|V |dmax)
where dmax is the maximum degree of a node in G.

3.2 Supergraphlets

A supergraphlet is a graph generated by merging a set of

adjacent graphlets. Formally, let Δ = {G�1 , G�2 , . . . , G�n}
be an adjacent set and n ≥ 2. Then a supergraphlet GΔ =
(VΔ, EΔ) of Δ is a graph satisfying the followings: (a) ∀
v ∈ VΔ, v ∈ V�i where 0 < i ≤ n and (b) ∀ e ∈ EΔ,

e ∈ E�j where 0 < j ≤ n. For example, reconsider Fig-

ure 2. Let Δ = {G3, G6}. Then the supergraphlet of Δ is

G8. In the sequel, we denote the set of all graphlets and all

supergraphlets that can be constructed from the original net-

work G as DΔ.

Each supergraphletGΔ is assigned a supergraphlet iden-
tifier, denoted by sgId(GΔ) (sgId for brevity when the con-

text is clear), which is generated based on the identifiers of

the graphlets in Δ. A supergraphlet identifier is a concate-

nation of the identifiers of all graphlets in the adjacent set of

a supergraphlet in ascending order. Formally, sgId(GΔ) is

gid(G�1) − gid(G�2) − . . . − gid(G�n) where ∀G�i ∈ Δ,

gid(G�1) < gid(G�2) < . . . < gid(G�n). For example, let

gid(G3) = 3 and gid(G6) = 6 (Figure 2). Then the su-

pergraphlet identifier of G8 is 3-6. We denote a gid(G�i)

contained in an sgId(GΔ) as gid(G�i) ∈ sgId(GΔ). Ob-

serve that a gid can be considered as a special case of super-

graphlet identifier containing only a single identifier. Hence,

in the sequel we shall use the supergraphlet identifier to de-

note a graphlet identifier as well.

We define two operations, union and intersection, on su-

pergraphlet identifiers. Given sgId(GΔ1) and sgId(GΔ2),
the union of these two identifiers, denoted as sgId(GΔ1 ∪
GΔ2

) (sgIdΔ1∪Δ2
for brevity), is a sgId which contains all

distinct graphlet identifiers of sgId(GΔ1) and sgId(GΔ2).
On the other hand, the intersection of sgId(GΔ1) and

sgId(GΔ2), denoted as sgId(GΔ1 ∩GΔ2) (sgIdΔ1∩Δ2 for

brevity), is a new sgId which consists of graphlet identifiers

that appear in both sgId(GΔ1
) and sgId(GΔ2

). For exam-

ple, let sgId(GΔ1
) = 3-7 and sgId(GΔ2

) = 4-7. Then,

sgId(GΔ1 ∪GΔ2) = 3-4-7 and sgId(GΔ1 ∩GΔ2) = 7.

Definition 5 (Maximal Cover Graph (MCG)) Let GΔ be
the supergraphlet of the adjacent setΔ = {G�1 , G�2 , . . . , G�n}.
A graph Q is called maximal cover graph (MCG) of GΔ if
Q is isomorphic to G′ = (V ′, E′) where G′ ⊆ GΔ and
∀G�i ∈ Δ, ∃e ∈ E′ s.t e ∈ E�i . Q is said to have a cover
match in the original network G.

Example 1 Consider the graph fragment g1 in Figure 3(a).

There is a subgraph isomorphism from g1 to the supergraphlet

GΔ1
where Δ1 = {G3, G6}. There are two edges in g1

where the edge (v7, v2) belongs to the bridge G6 and the

edge (v2, v5) belongs to the partition graph G3. Hence, g1
is an MCG of the adjacent set Δ1. Similarly, g1 is also con-

tained in the supergraphlet GΔ2 where Δ2 = {G4, G7}.
Specifically, edges (v7, v2) and (v2, v5) belong to G7 and

G4, respectively. Hence, g1 is also an MCG of Δ2. We can

also say that g1 has two cover matches in the network. On

the contrary, g1 is not an MCG of Δ3 = {G4, G6, G7}.

Construction of supergraphlets. We now present the pro-

cedure to construct a supergraphlet GΔ from its adjacent set

Δ. Note that supergraphlets are constructed only when we

need to perform a subgraph verification (i.e., to verify if a

supergraphlet actually contains a (sub)graph). Algorithm 4

outlines the steps. It makes use of a map data structure, de-

noted by A, which maps a node v’s identifier (vid) to the

adjacent nodes (vids) of v. It first loads all graphlets associ-

ated with the identifiers in the adjacent set Δ. For each node

v in each graphlet, the algorithm adds v’s adjacency list into

the list mapped by v’s identifier inA (Lines 2-6). Notice that

v’s id is unique in the original network and not just unique

within a graphlet. Also, some node identifiers may exist in

more than one graphlet as one node can belong to more than

one graphlet.

After creating A, for each value vid in the keyset of A,

a node with id equal to vid is constructed and added to GΔ
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Algorithm 4: SUPGRAPHLETCONST
Input: Adjacent set Δ, graphlet set D�

Output: Supergraphlet GΔ

Initialize map A for representing adjacent nodes of each node ;1
foreach gidi of G�i in Δ do2

Load graphlet G�i with graphlet id gidi from D�;3
foreach v ∈ G�i do4

vid ← vertex id of vi;5
Add adjacency list of v in G�i into A.vid;6

foreach vid in the keyset of A do7
Construct node v with id vid;8
Add v into GΔ;9

foreach vid in the keyset of A do10
foreach vid′ in A.vid do11

if vid < vid′ then12
Connect (vid, vid′) in GΔ;13

Set GΔ’s sgId;14

(Lines 7-9). After the addition of all nodes, we process the

id lists in A. For each node id vid′ in each list, if it is greater

than the associated key vid, then an edge connecting nodes

with identifiers vid and vid′ is constructed inGΔ (Lines 10-

13). Notice that since the graph is undirected, a node iden-

tifier comparison is required to avoid duplicate construction

of edges. Finally, the supergraphlet identifier of GΔ is set

accordingly (Line 14). The time complexity of constructing

a supergraphlet is O(Ndmax) where dmax is the maximum

degree of a node in the adjacency set.

Example 2 Consider the adjacent set Δ = {G1, G5}. For

gid(G1) = 1, for each node having vids from 1 to 24 (in

G1), its adjacency list in G1 is added into the node id list as-

sociated with the key vid inA. For instance, v1 is adjacent to

v4 and v5 inG1. Hence, 4 and 5 are added into the adjacency

list associated with key 1 in A. Similarly, for gid(G5) = 5,

v24 is adjacent to v25 in G5. Hence, 25 and 24 are added

into the lists associated with keys 24 and 25, respectively.

After Line 8, A has a keyset of 25 values ranging from 1

to 25. Hence, 25 nodes with these ids are added to the su-

pergraphlet. The corresponding 25 node id lists associated

with A are then used to create the edges. For example, for

the list with key 1, since 4 > 1 and 5 > 1, edges (v1, v4)

and (v1, v5) are added into the supergraphlet. Finally, the

supergraphlet identifier is set to 1-5.

4 Indexing Frequent and Infrequent Fragments

In this section, we begin by defining the notion of frequent

and infrequent fragments in the context of graphlets and su-

pergraphlets. Next, we introduce the notion of fragment join,

which we shall leverage for frequent and infrequent frag-

ments generation. Then, we present algorithms for generat-

ing frequent and infrequent fragments from the decomposed

network. Lastly, we briefly present how the action-aware in-

dices of PRAGUE [7,8] are adopted to index these fragments.

4.1 Frequent and Infrequent Fragments

Let g be a subgraph of G� or GΔ in DΔ and has at least one

edge. Then, g is a fragment inDΔ. Given a fragment g ⊆ Gi

and Gi ∈ DΔ, Gi is called a fragment support graph (FSG)

of g. Recall that each graphlet or supergraphlet can be iden-

tified by a supergraphlet identifier. Hence, we denote a set of

supergraphlet identifiers of FSGs of g as fsgId(g). Then the

support of g, denoted as sup(g), is the number of graphlets
that are FSGs of g. Recall from Section 2.3, we identify an

initial set of frequent fragments by mining the graphlets us-

ing gSpan (Line 3 in Algorithm 1). Hence, the support of

a fragment is defined based on the number of graphlets and

not supergraphlets. For example, consider the fragment g2 in

Figure 3(b). Since fsgId(g2) = {3-7,1,6}, sup(g2) = 2
as we only count the graphlets. Similarly, the support of g1
in Figure 3(a) is 1 as fsgId(g1) = {3-6,4-7,2}. Obvi-

ously, sup(g) ≤ |fsgId(g)|.
A fragment g is frequent if sup(g) ≥ α|D�| where α is

the minimum support threshold, 0 < α < 1 and D� ⊆ DΔ.

We denote the set of frequent fragments in D� as F . Given

a fragment g, if sup(g) < α|D�| then g is an infrequent
fragment. Since the number of infrequent fragments can be

large, it is not space-efficient to index all of them. Instead,

we only index small infrequent fragments (SIFs). Given an

infrequent fragment g, g is a SIF if (a) |g| = 1 or (b) |g| = 2

and g is an MCG of at least one adjacent set. For distinction,

we refer to an infrequent fragment that is not a SIF as non-
small infrequent fragment (NIF). From the first condition, we

can infer that all size-one fragments that are not frequent are

SIFs. We elaborate on the second condition by introducing

the notion of middle vertex for size-two fragments. Note that

as sup(g) ≤ |fsgId(g)|, g may be a frequent subgraph in

the original network but g /∈ F . In this case if |g| ≤ 2 then

it is classified as a SIF. Otherwise, it is a NIF.

If |g| = 2, then the middle vertex of g is one of its nodes

that has a degree of two. Note that middle vertices exist in

all two-sized fragments. Because g is connected, it can only

have at most three nodes and one of them has a degree of

two. If g has multiple edges between two nodes, then it may

have two nodes and two edges between them. In this case,

all nodes have degree of two. Consequently, any one of these

nodes can be represented as a middle vertex.

Observe that a two-sized SIF ensures that no MCG is

missed. We do not consider infrequent fragments with size

greater than two as we shall see later SIFs of size up to

two are sufficient to support efficient filtering during visual

query processing. We denote the set of SIFs as I.
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Lemma 1 If |g| = 2 is an MCG of an adjacent set Δ, then
Δ has exactly two graphlets and the middle vertex of g is a
boundary node of these graphlets.

Proof The proof is given in Appendix A. �

Consider the two-sized graph g1 in Figure 3(a) and the

network in Figure 2. Here fsgId(g1) = {4-7,3-6,2} and

g1 is an MCG of Δ = {G3, G6} (Example 1). Observe that

|Δ| = 2 and in both graphlets the middle vertex (vertex with

label 2) of g1 is the boundary node.

4.2 Fragment Join

Recall that fsgId(g) denotes a set of identifiers of super-

graphlets or graphlets inDΔ containing a fragment g. Given

two fragments g1 and g2, the fsgIds of these fragments (i.e.,
fsgId(g1) and fsgId(g2)) may share common graphlets as

some of the instances of these fragments may be contained

in same graphlets (or supergraphlets). A fragment join op-

eration enables us to identify these common graphlets in

the fsgIds and “join” them to form new “joined” super-

graphlets. As we shall see later, such operation is useful in

facilitating index construction and query processing.

Definition 6 (Fragment Join) Let g1 and g2 be two graph
fragments. Then, the fragment join of g1 and g2, denoted
by g1 � g2, returns a set of supergraph identifiers J such
that ∀ sgId(GΔi) ∈ fsgId(g1), sgId(GΔj ) ∈ fsgId(g2),
sgId(GΔij ) = sgId(GΔi ∪ GΔj ) ∈ J iff sgId(GΔi ∩
GΔj ) �= ∅.

Example 3 Consider the fragments g1 and g2 in Figures 3(a)-

(b). Observe that fsgId(g1) = {4-7,3-6,2} and

fsgId(g2) = {3-7,1,6}. To compute the fragment join

of g1 and g2, we select one of the FSG set, e.g., fsgId(g2),
and “join” it with the other by considering each element. Ob-

serve that 3-7 has common identifiers with 4-7 and 3-6
in fsgId(g1). Hence, the former can be unioned with latter

identifiers. Consequently, 3-4-7 and 3-6-7 are added as

results of the fragment join. Now consider the supergraphlet

identifier 1 in fsgId(g2). It has no common identifier with

any element in fsgId(g1). Hence, no new sgId is added

into the join results. Lastly, sgId 6 shares common iden-

tifier with 3-6. Hence, it is unioned with 3-6 to produce

3-6, which is added into the join results. So g1 � g2 =
{3-4-7,3-6-7,3-6}.

Obviously, if we compare every pair of identifiers in the

FSG sets of g1 and g2 to compute g1 � g2, it is expensive

as the time complexity will be Θ(|fsgId(g1)||fsgId(g2)|).
We resolve this issue by introducing an identifier map data

structure that enables us to avoid comparing pairs of identi-

fiers that cannot be unioned. Intuitively, an identifier map of

fsgId(g) is a map that maps graphlet identifiers to lists of

Algorithm 5: FRAGMENTJOIN

Input: fsgId(g1), fsgId(g2)
Output: J = g1 � g2
Initialize identifier map M ;1
foreach sgId(GΔi

) ∈ fsgId(g1) do2
foreach gid(G�j ) ∈ sgId(GΔi

) do3
M.gidj ← M.gid(G�j ) ∪ sgId(GΔi

);4

foreach sgId(GΔi
) ∈ fsgId(g2) do5

foreach gid(G�j ) ∈ sgId(GΔi
) do6

foreach sgId(GΔk
) ∈ M.gid(G�j ) do7

if sgId(GΔi
) has not joined with sgId(GΔk

)8
then

sgId(G�) = sgId(GΔi
∪GΔk

);9
Insert sgId(G�) into J;10

supergraphlet identifiers such that for every sgId(GΔi
) ∈

fsgId(g), if gid(G�i) ∈ sgId(GΔi) then sgId(GΔi) is in-

cluded in the list that is mapped by the key gid(G�i). For

example, the identifier map for fsgId(g1) in the above ex-

ample is a map consisting of five key values representing the

five graphlets in fsgId(g1): 2, 3, 4, 6, and 7. The lists of

sgIds associated with these keys are (2), (3-6), (4-7),

(3-6), and (4-7), respectively.

Algorithm 5 outlines the procedure to perform a frag-

ment join by exploiting the identifier map. For each

sgId(GΔi) ∈ fsgId(g1), it adds sgId(GΔi) to each list

that is mapped by each key gid(G�j ) in M , where gid(G�j )

is contained in sgId(GΔi) (Lines 2-4). Next, each sgId(GΔi)
in fsgId(g2) is considered (Line 5). For each gid(G�j ) in

sgId(GΔi
), it loads the list mapped by gid(G�j ) in the iden-

tifier mapM (Lines 6-7). For each sgId(GΔk
) in that list, if

it has not joined with sgId(GΔi), sgId(GΔi∪GΔk
) is com-

puted and added into J (Lines 8-10). Note that we can easily

keep track of which supergraph identifiers have already been

joined with sgId(GΔi
) by maintaining a boolean array or a

set of joined sgIds for each sgId(GΔi
).

Observe that for each sgId(GΔi) ∈ fsgId(g2), the num-

ber of matched sgId(GΔj ) retrieved from M is bounded by

O(|fsgId(g1)|). Hence, the worst case complexity of the

aforementioned approach is stillO(|fsgId(g1)||fsgId(g2)|).
However, we do not generate any pair that do not participate

in a fragment join.

Next, we discuss certain characteristics of fragment join

which we shall be exploiting subsequently.

Lemma 2 Let g = (V,E) be a graph where |g| > 2. Let
g1 = (V1, E1), g2 = (V2, E2), and g1 ⊂ g, g2 ⊂ g such
that V1 ∩ V2 �= ∅ and E1 ∩ E2 �= ∅. If a graphlet or
supergraphletGΔ contains g, then g1 and g2 overlap inGΔ.

Proof The proof is given in Appendix B. �

To illustrate Lemma 2, reconsider Example 3 and Figure 3.

The graph g3 in Figure 3(c) has size greater than two and
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is contained in G8 having sgId 3-6. It also contains the

graphs g1 and g2. Observe that g1 and g2 overlap in G8.

Lemma 3 If graphs g1 and g2 overlap in a graphlet or su-
pergraphlet GΔ, then sgId(GΔ) ∈ J where J = g1 � g2.

Proof The proof is given in Appendix C. �

Reconsider the above example. The graphs g1 and g2 in

Figure 3 overlap in the supergraphlet with sgId 3-6. They

also overlap in the supergraphlet 3-4-7. Observe that 3-6
and 3-4-7 both appear in J (Example 3).

Combining Lemmas 2 and 3, gives us the following:

Corollary 1 If a graph GΔ contains g where |g| > 2, then
sgId(GΔ) ∈ J where J = g1 � g2, g1 = (V1, E1), g2 =

(V2, E2), g1 ⊂ g, g2 ⊂ g and V1 ∩ V2 �= ∅, E1 ∩ E2 �= ∅.

In other words, the results of g1 � g2 contain super-

graphlet identifiers of all graphlets and supergraphlets that

contain g. For example, the graph g3 in Figure 3 is a su-

pergraph of g1 and g2. From Example 3, we can see that

supergraphlet identifiers of all graphs that contain g3 exist

in the results of g1 � g2. We shall be using this corollary

later to generate candidate graphs during index construction

and visual query processing.

4.3 Generation of Frequent Fragments and SIFs

We are now ready to present the steps for generating fre-

quent fragments and SIFs from graphlets and supergraphlets.

First, we use an existing frequent graph mining algorithm

(in this work, we use gSpan [6]) to generate frequent frag-

ments from the graphlet set (Line 3, Algorithm 1). Recall

that each frequent fragment g is associated with a set of FSGs

fsgId(g). This step can identify all FSGs of size-one frag-

ments as an edge can only belong to at most one graphlet.

However, FSG sets of frequent fragments with size two or

more are incomplete as a fragment can not only be a sub-

graph of a graphlet but also a subgraph of a supergraphlet.

Consequently, we need to devise a strategy to obtain com-
plete sets of FSGs of frequent fragments as well as SIFs.

We take a two-phase approach to resolve the aforemen-

tioned issue. In the first phase, we identify all cover matches

of all frequent fragments. It consists of two key steps. We

identify all cover matches of frequent fragments having size

equal to two. That is, we identify all supergraphlets con-

taining size-two frequent fragments (Line 5, Algorithm 1).

During this step, we also identify size-two SIFs and some of

their cover matches in the supergraphlets. Next, we identify

all cover matches for frequent fragments having size greater

than two (Line 6). In the second phase, we complete identi-

fication of FSG sets of all SIFs (Line 7). We now elaborate

on these phases in turn.

Algorithm 6: TWOEDGEFRAGMENT
Input: F , I, D�

Output: Updated F and I
foreach v ∈ Gi, Gi ∈ D� do1

if v is a boundary node then2
Adj ← get v’s adjacent node array in the original3
graph;
foreach i = 0 to Adj.length− 1 do4

foreach j = (i+ 1) to Adj.length− 1 do5
if pid(Adj[i]) < pid(Adj[j]) then6

gid(G1) ← graph containing edge7
(v,Adj[i])’s sgId;

gid(G2) ← graph containing edge8
(v,Adj[j])’s sgId;
sgId ← sgId(G1 ∪G2);9
g =10
({v,Adj[i], Adj[j]}, {(v,Adj[i]), (v,Adj[j])})
;
fsgId(g) ← fsgId(g) ∪ sgId ;11

4.3.1 Phase 1

Recall that the frequent fragments generated by gSpan are

grouped by their size (Line 4 in Algorithm 1) and parent

graphs of each fragment are inspected. Grouping by size has

a time complexity of O(|F|log|F|). To find parent graphs

of a fragment of size k, the group containing fragments of

size (k− 1) is inspected and the subgraph isomorphism test

is performed.

Completion of the FSG set of size-two frequent frag-
ments. Next, we proceed to complete the FSG set of fre-

quent fragments of size two. Recall that if a size-two frag-

ment g is not frequent and there exists cover matches to g,

then it is a SIF. Hence, all fragments of size two that have

cover matches need to be identified as they are either fre-

quent fragments or SIFs. Based on Lemma 1, these frag-

ments can only be MCGs of adjacent sets containing exactly

two graphlets. Further, the middle vertex of these fragments

must be a boundary node. Hence, we can exploit these two

features of cover matches of size-two frequent fragments to

identify them.

Algorithm 6 outlines the procedure to identify cover

matches of size-two frequent fragments. For every bound-

ary node v of each graphlet in D�, we construct all possi-

ble fragment g = {(v1, v, v2), (v1, v), (v, v2)} where v1 and

v2 are adjacent nodes of v in the original network G and

pid(v1) �= pid(v2). If the partition number of v, pid(v),

is different from both pid(v1) and pid(v2), edges (v1, v)
and (v, v2) belong to two different bridges. Otherwise, if

pid(v) = pid(v1) or pid(v) = pid(v2), then one edge of

g belongs to a partition graph and the other edge belongs to

a bridge. In both cases, the way we choose v1 and v2 ensures

that the two edges belong to two different graphlets (denoted

by G1 and G2). Obviously, G1 and G2 are adjacent because
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Algorithm 7: COMPLETEFREQFRAG
Input: F , DΔ

Output: Updated F
foreach group Fi where i > 2 do1

foreach fragment g ∈ Fi do2
Initialize candSets of g /* holds f ’s parents’ fsgIds3
*/;
foreach fragment gj ∈ Fi−1 do4

if gj ⊂ g then5
Add fsgid(gj) to candSets;6

Select fsdId(g1) ∈ candSets and7
fsdId(g2) ∈ candSets;

J ← g1 � g2 /* Algorithm 5 */;8
Remove all single value sgIds from J;9
foreach sgId(GΔk

) ∈ J do10
if GΔ with sgId(GΔk

) has been constructed in11
DΔ then

Load corresponding graph GΔ from DΔ;12
else13

GΔ ←14
SUPGRAPHLETCONST(sgId(GΔk

), D�) /*
Algorithm 4 */;
Add GΔ into DΔ;15

if VERIFY(f , GΔ) then16
Add sgId(GΔ) to fsgId(f);17

they share the common node v. Hence, we can conclude that

the fragment g is an MCG of the adjacent set {G1, G2} . This

also means that the supergraphlet of this adjacent set con-

tains g. Lastly, the sgId of this supergraphlet is added into

fsgId(g) and F or I is updated. Observe that we do not

construct the entire supergraphlet but only its identifier.

The number of boundary nodes is bounded by |V |. For

each boundary node, the number of size-two fragments in

which the boundary node is a middle vertex is bounded by

the maximum degree (dmax) of a node inG. Hence, the time

complexity of the above step is O(|V |d2max).

Example 4 Consider the boundary node v with label 0 in

G1 in Figure 2. It has two neighbors, v1 with label 23 and

v2 with label 4. Since (v, v1) ∈ G1, gid(G1) = 1 (Line 7).

Also, (v, v2) ∈ G5, so gid(G2) = 5 (Line 8). Hence, the

sgId is set to 1-5 (Line 9). The fragment g represented by

these two edges is {(23, 0)(0, 4)} (Line 10). Hence,

sgId 1-5 is added into fsgId(g) (Line 11).

Completion of the FSG set of frequent fragments hav-
ing size greater than two. Algorithm 6 identifies all FSGs

of two-sized frequent fragments. Next, we discuss how to

complete FSG sets of frequent fragments having size greater

than two. We exploit Corollary 1 to identify candidate super-

graphlets containing these frequent fragments. Algorithm 7

outlines this procedure. First, for each fragment g of size i ≥
3, we obtain all parent graphs of g having size (i − 1). We

randomly choose two parent graphs of g, denoted as g1 and

Fig. 5 Frequent fragments and SIFs.

g2, and compute J = g1 � g2. Next, sgIds containing only

one gid are removed from J because such graphlets have

already been discovered by gSpan. Lastly, the subgraph iso-

morphism test is performed on each graph whose sgId ∈ J
and sgIds of matched results are added to fsgId(g). Specif-

ically, it checks if a supergraphlet in DΔ actually contains

a (sub)graph. Note that whenever a supergraphlet is con-

structed, we insert it into DΔ for subsequent reference as

it may be a candidate for different graph fragments. If DΔ

already contains this supergraphlet then it simply returns it.

Otherwise, Algorithm 4 is invoked to construct it.

Lemma 4 Given a fragment g, let g1 and g2 be two parent
graphs of g. Then g1 � g2 contains the supergraphlet iden-
tifiers of all supergraphlets that contain g.

Proof The proof is given in Appendix D. �

The number of fragments we need to process is bounded

by O(|F|). For each fragment, the fragment join is bounded

by O(T 2) where T is the maximum size of an fsgId set

of a fragment in F . Therefore, the time complexity of Al-

gorithm 7 is O(|F|T 2). Note that after this step, FSG sets

of all frequent fragments are complete, including all super-

graphlets that contain frequent fragments.

Example 5 Consider the frequent fragments f1, f2, and f3
in Figure 5(a). Algorithm 6 computes the complete FSG sets

of f1 and f2 (fsgId(f1) = {4-7,3-6,2} and fsgId(f2) =

{2,3,4}). gSpan computes fsgId(f3) = {2}, which does

not identify all occurrences of f3 in the original network.

Hence, Algorithm 7 is invoked to compute the complete

FSG set of f3. Observe that |f1| = |f2| = 2 and |f3| = 3.

Hence, they belong to groupsF2 andF3, respectively. Since

f1 and f2 are subgraphs of f3 (Line 5), their fsgIds are

added into candSets (Line 6). As f3 only has two parent

graphs, fsgId(f1) and fsgId(f2) are selected and the frag-

ment join of f1 and f2 is computed (Lines 7-8). This results

in J = {2,3-6,4-7}. Hence, 2 is removed from J (Line 9).

Next, supergraphlets with sgIds 3-6 and 4-7 are loaded

from DΔ (Lines 11-15). Because they both contain f3, their

sgIds are added into fsgId(f3) (Lines 16-17) and the algo-

rithm terminates. Hence, fsgId(f3) = {2,4-7,3-6}.

4.3.2 Phase 2

Notice that in Phase 1 we have also identified all SIFs of size

two and their cover matches but their FSG sets are partially
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Algorithm 8: COMPLETESIF
Input: SIF set I, D�

Output: Updated I
foreach edge g ∈ D� do1

if |fsgId(g)| < α|D�| then2
I ← (cam(g), fsgId(g));3

foreach fragment g ∈ I where |g| = 2 do4
Identify g’s two edges g1, g2;5
Load fsgId(g1), fsgId(g2) from F or I;6
candId(g) ← fsgId(g1) ∩ fsgId(g2);7
foreach sgId(GΔk

) ∈ candId(g) do8
Load corresponding graph G� from D�;9
if VERIFY(g, G�) then10

Add sgId(G�) to fsgId(g);11

complete. In this phase, we shall identify size-one SIFs and

complete FSG identifier sets of SIFs of all sizes.

Algorithm 8 outlines the procedure to identify FSG iden-

tifiers of SIFs of all sizes. Note that size-one SIFs can be

retrieved from the set of graphlets (D�). For each edge, if

it is a SIF (not in F) then it is added to the SIF set I and

sgId of the graphlet containing it is inserted into the corre-

sponding fsgId set (Lines 1-3). The time complexity of this

step is O(|E|). Notice that as a single edge cannot belong to

two graphlets, fsgIds of size-one SIFs do not contain any

supergraphlet identifier.

We have already identified size-two SIFs and their cover

matches using Algorithm 6. However, they may also occur

as subgraphs in graphlets. To identify these occurrences in

order to complete the fragments’ fsgId set, first the can-

didate graphlets are identified (Lines 4-7). Specifically, the

candidate set is generated as follows candId(g) =
fsgId(g1) ∩ fsgId(g2) where g1 and g2 are size-one sub-

graphs of fragment g. Since a size-one fragment is either

a frequent fragment or a SIF, the fsgId sets have already

been constructed earlier. Hence, we do not need to scan the

database again to obtain candId(g). Next, the subgraph iso-

morphism test is performed on these candidate graphlets

and identifiers of the matched results are added to fsgId(g)

(Lines 8-11).

Example 6 Consider the three SIFs in Figure 5(b). Their

fsgIds before invoking Algorithm 8 are fsgId(sif1) =

{1,4}, fsgId(sif2) = {2,4,5}, and fsgId(sif3) = {1-5}.
Since sif1 and sif2 are subgraphs of sif3, candId(sif3)
can be computed as fsgId(sif1) ∩ fsgId(sif2) = {4}.
Since G4 contains sif3, 4 is added to fsgId(sif3). Hence,

the complete fsgId(sif3) is {1-5, 4}.

4.4 Index Construction

After generating complete sets of FSG identifiers, we can

now adopt the action-aware indices of PRAGUE [7, 8] for

indexing the frequent fragments and SIFs. The structure of

the indices and algorithms to generate them are identical to

the ones described in [7]. For the sake of completeness, we

briefly describe them here.

The action-aware frequent index (A2F) is a graph-structured

index having a memory-resident and a disk-resident compo-

nents called memory-based frequent index (MF-index) and

disk-based frequent index (DF-index), respectively. Small-

sized frequent fragments (frequently utilized) are stored in a

MF-index whereas larger frequent fragments (less frequently

utilized) reside in a DF-index. Informally, a DF-index is an

array of fragment clusters. A fragment cluster is a directed

graph C = (VC , EC) where each vertex8 v ∈ VC is a fre-

quent fragment g where the size of g (denoted as |f |) is

greater than the fragment size threshold β (i.e., |g| > β).

There is an edge (v′, v) ∈ EC iff g′ is a proper subgraph of

g (denoted as g′ ⊂ g) and |g| = |g′|+1. The root vertex (ver-

tex with no incoming edge) of C is denoted by root(C). Each

fragment g of v is represented by its CAM code [6]. Each ver-

tex with fragment g in C points to a set of FSG identifiers of

g. Note that given the frequent fragments g and g′, if g′ ⊂ g
then fsgId(g) ∩ fsgId(g′) = fsgId(g) [2]. Hence, a ver-

tex with fragment g stores only the fsgId that are not shared

with its children (denoted by delId(g) ⊂ fsgId(g)).

An MF-index indexes all frequent fragments having size

less than or equal to β. Similar to a fragment cluster, it is

a directed graph GM = (VM , EM ) where the vertexes and

edges have same semantics as C. In addition, by abusing no-

tations for trees, vertexes representing frequent fragments

of size β are leaf vertexes in GM . Each leaf vertex v ∈ VM
(representing f ) is additionally associated with a fragment
cluster list L where each entry Li points to a fragment clus-

ter Cj in the DF-index such that g ⊂ root(Cj). Also, each

vertex v in the A2F-index is assigned an identifier, denoted

by a2fId(v).

The action-aware infrequent index (A2I) indexes SIFs to

prune the candidate space for infrequent queries. It consists

of an array of SIFs arranged in ascending order of their sizes.

Each entry stores the CAM code of a SIF g and a list of FSG

identifiers of g. The identifier of each SIF g in the index is

denoted by a2iId(g).

5 Graphlet-based SPIG

Spindle-shaped graphs (SPIG) have been successfully ex-

ploited in generating exact and similar subgraph candidates

in PRAGUE [8]. Hence, we utilize this idea and create a vari-

ant of it called graphlet-based SPIG (G-SPIG) to suit the goal

of finding exact and similar matches in the context of large

graphs. We first briefly describe the structure of a G-SPIG

8 For clarity, we distinguish between a node in a query (data) graph fragment and
a node in action-aware indexes and G-SPIGs by using the terms “node” and “vertex”,
respectively.
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Fig. 6 Visual query formulation.

and highlight its differences with SPIG [8]. Next, we de-

scribe the algorithm for constructing a G-SPIG.

5.1 Structure of G-SPIG

For each new edge em created by a user, similar to PRAGUE [8],

QUBLE creates a graphlet-based spindle-shaped graph (G-

SPIG). Each edge is assigned a unique identifier according to

its formulation sequence. That is, the m-th edge constructed

by a user is denoted as em where m is the label of the edge.

The edge with the largest m is referred to as new edge.

Similar to SPIG, a G-SPIG is also a directed graph Sm =
(Vm, Em) where each vertex v ∈ Vm represents a subgraph

g of a query fragment containing the new edge em. In the se-

quel, we refer to a vertex v and its associated query fragment

g interchangeably. There is a directed edge from a vertex v′

to a vertex v if g′ ⊂ g and |g| = |g′|+1. Hence, vertices that

represent subgraphs of same size belong to the same level.

The source vertex (vertex with no incoming edge) in the first

level of Sm, denoted by Sm.vsource, represents em and the

target vertex (vertex with no outgoing edge) in the last level,

denoted by Sm.vtarget, represents the entire query fragment

at a specific step.

The content of v in a G-SPIG is different from a SPIG.

Specifically, each v is associated with the CAM code [6] of

the corresponding g (denoted by cam(g)), a list of labels of

edges of g (denoted by LE(g)), a list of identifier set called

Indexed Fragments List, denoted by Lind(g), to capture in-

formation related to frequent or infrequent nature of g or its

subgraphs, and a set of identifiersΩ(g) called supergraphlet
id set to hold the sgIds of candidate graphlets and super-

graphlets that may contain g, if g is not indexed by action-

aware indices (i.e., g is a NIF).

An Indexed Fragment List Lind(g) = (freqId(g),
sifId(g)) contains two attributes, namely frequent id
(freqId(g)) and SIF id (sifId(g)). If g is in the A2F-index

or A2I-index, then the identifier of the vertex or entry v rep-

resenting g in the corresponding index is stored in the fre-
quent id or SIF id attribute, respectively (i.e., freqId(g) =
a2fId(g) and sifId(g) = ∅ or sifId(g) = a2iId(g) and

freqId(g) = ∅, respectively).

If g is neither in the A2F-index nor in the A2I-index

(i.e., freqId(g) = sifId(g) = ∅), then the supergraphlet
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Fig. 7 A G-SPIG.

Fig. 8 Information associated with the G-SPIG in Figure 7.

id set Ω(g) stores J = gv1 � gv2 where gv1 and gv2 are

any two fragments associated with two different parents of

v. If gv1 or gv2 is in the A2F-index or A2I-index, then their

corresponding fsgIds are retrieved from these indices to

compute J. Otherwise, supergraphlet id sets of the two par-

ents (Ω(gv1) and Ω(gv2)) are used to compute Ω(g). No-

tice that we can always find two subgraphs to computeΩ(g)

because all edges are either a frequent fragment or a SIF.

Hence, a NIF has size of at least two and has at least two

parent graphs.

Example 7 Suppose a user constructs the query graph in

Figure 6(a) by following the sequence of actions (or steps)

in Figure 6(b). The numbers associated with edges in Fig-

ure 6(b) represent the query formulation sequence. Assume

that f1, f2, and f3 in Figure 6(c) are frequent fragments and

sif1 is a SIF. Let fsgId(f1) = {27,24,11,3,2,5,30,4,
6,7}, fsgId(f2) = {27,24,11,9,23,21,1,16,10},
fsgId(f3) = {27,24,11,18,19,14,20,8,22,15}, and

fsgId(sif1) = {27-33,24,11,17,32-35}. Let

a2fId(f1) = 1, a2fId(f2) = 2, a2fId(f3) = 3 and

sifId(dif1) = 1. Figure 7 depicts the G-SPIG S4 constructed

after the addition of the new edge e4.

Each vertex represents a subgraph of the query contain-

ing e4 and is identified by a pair of identifiers containing

label of e4 and the subgraph’s breadth-first traversal order.

That is, the vertex v4,2 refers to the second vertex in S4 that

is visited during a breadth-first traversal. The identifier for

each G-SPIG vertex is shown in a square bracket in Figure 7.

A subgraph of the query associated with a vertex v is de-

noted as gv . For example, the subgraph associated with ver-

tex v4,2 is denoted as gv4,2
. Information associated with each

vertex in S4 is shown in Figure 8.
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Algorithm 9: GSPIGCONSTRUCT
Input: Query q, Vertex queue Q, new edge em, set of G-SPIGs

S
Output: Graphlet-based spindle-shaped graph Sm

vm,1 ← f(em);1
ENQUEUE(vm,1,Q);2
INSERT(vm,1, Sm);3
while Q �= ∅ do4

vm,i ← DEQUEUE(Q);5
if gvm,i ∈ A2F-index or A2 I-index then6

Attach vm,i with sifId(gvm,i) or freqId(gvm,i);7
else8

Find vm,j1, vm,j2 in Sm that are parents of vm,i;9
if vm,j2 does not exist then10

g′i ← gvm,i − em;11
gvm,j2 ← Search cam(g′i) in the |g′i|-th level of12
other S′

k ∈ S;

Ω(vm,i) ← gvm,j1 � gvm,j2 ;13

if |gvm,i |=|q| then14
Add Sm in S;15
return Sm;16

else17
foreach gvm,i ⊂ gvm,j ⊆ q and |gvm,j |=|gvm,i |+118
do

if vm,j �∈ Q then19
vm,j ← f(gvm,j );20
ENQUEUE(vm,j ,Q);21
INSERT(vm,j , Sm);22

Connect edge(vm,i, vm,j);23

The first entry in the Indexed Fragment List refers to

freqId while the other refers to sifId of the vertex. Since

v4,4 is a NIF, we need to calculate its supergraphlet iden-

tifier set. Specifically, we need to retrieve fsgId(gv4,2) and

fsgId(gv4,3) and compute gv4,2�gv4,3 . Since gv4,2 and gv4,3
are SIFs, fsgId(gv4,2) = fsgId(gv4,3) = fsgId(sif1) and

is retrieved from the A2I-index. Hence,Ω(v4,4) = {27-33,24,
11,17,32-35}. Similarly, we can compute Ω(gv4,5). No-

tice that gv4,5 has only one parent gv4,3 . In this case, we

use v2,2 (of S2) which is not a vertex of S4 but is also as-

sociated with a parent graph of gv4,5 to compute Ω(gv4,5)
(for reasons discussed later). Since gv2,2 is a NIF, we use

Ω(gv2,2
) = gv1,1 � gv2,1 to compute gv2,2 � gv4,3

where

gv1,1 and gv2,1 represent f1 and f2, respectively. Hence,

Ω(gv2,2) = {27,24,11}. Since gv4,3 is sif1, so fsgId(sif1)

is used in computing this fragment join. Hence, Ω(gv4,5) =
gv2,2 � gv4,3 = {27-33,24,11}. Lastly for gv4,6 , since it

is a NIF along with gv4,4 and gv4,5 ,Ω(gv4,4) andΩ(gv4,5) are

used to calculateΩ(gv4,6) = gv4,4�gv4,5 = {27-33,24,11}.

5.2 Algorithm

Algorithm 9 outlines the G-SPIG construction procedure. The

building process starts from a new edge em (Lines 1-3). It

first attaches the CAM code and edge label of em to the ver-

tex vm,1 of Sm and is enqueued in the vertex queue Q. Let

vm,i be a vertex dequeued from Q (Line 5). If the graph

gvm,i associated with vm,i is a frequent fragment or SIF, its

frequent id or SIF id will be attached to vm,i, respectively

(Line 7). If gvm,i is a NIF, the algorithm needs to find two

vertices vm,j1, vm,j2 in Sm that are parents of vm,i (Line 9).

Even though gvm,i always has at least two subgraphs whose

sizes are |gvm,i | − 1, not all of them contain the new edge

em (e.g., gv4,5
). Hence, their associated v may not belong to

Sm. Consequently, if we can only find one parent of vm,i

(there must be at least one incoming edge to vm,i because

only the source vertex in Sm has no incoming edge), then

first a subgraph g′i can be constructed by removing em from

gvm,i
(e.g., remove e4 from gv4,5

in Example 7). Next, the

algorithm seeks g′i’s associated vertex v in the |gi|-th level

of another G-SPIG in S as the second parent of gvm,i (e.g.,
gv2,2

in S2) (Lines 10-12). Note that vertices in a G-SPIG

that represent subgraphs of the same size belong to the same

level. Upon obtaining two parents, gvm,j1
and gvm,j2

, the al-

gorithm generates the supergraphlet id set of gvm,i
by com-

puting fragment join of these parent graphs (Line 13). When

|gvm,i
| = |q|, the construction of Sm is completed and it

is added to the the G-SPIG set S (Lines 14-15). Otherwise,

the vertex vm,j is constructed as a child of vm,i in Sm. For

each gvm,j
⊃ gvm,i

in q, if vm,j does not exist in Q then

it attaches the CAM code and edge labels of gj to vm,j and

inserts the vertex into Q. Lastly, it adds vm,j into Sm and

constructs a directed edge from vm,j to vm,i (Lines 18-23).

Figure 9 depicts the set of G-SPIGs created by this algorithm

for the query graph in Figure 6(a).

Since, the number of vertices in each level in a G-SPIG

is same as that of a SPIG, the maximum number of vertexes

in the k-th level of Sm is Ck−1
n−1 where n is the number of

distinct edges of q [8]. Consequently, the total number of

vertexes in the k-th levels of G-SPIGs in S is: N(k) ≤ Ckn.

Note that in practice, often some nodes in q share the same

vertex labels. For example, in the query in Figure 6(a) there

are only three distinct edges ((1,22), (2,1), (7,22)).

Consequently, the number of unique vertexes in the k-th
level of Sm is much less than the worst-case scenario.

Theorem 1 Given a fragment gvm,i
associated with the ver-

tex vm,i of a G-SPIG, if gvm,i is a NIF then the supergraphlet
identifiers of all graphlets and supergraphlets that contain
gvm,i

are in Ω(gvm,i
).

Proof The proof is given in Appendix E. �

6 Blending Visual Subgraph Query

We now have all the machinery in place to facilitate blending

of query formulation and processing for subgraph matching
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Fig. 9 G-SPIG set (Edge Lists are in square brackets and Indexed Fragment Lists are shown in rectangular boxes).

Algorithm 10: EXACTSUBCANDIDATES

Input: Target vertex v in Sm, A2F-index, A2 I-index

Output: Set of candidate identifiers Rq

if freqId(v) �= ∅ then1
i = freqId(v);2
Rq ← retrieve fsgIds(gi) from A2F-index;3

else if sifId(v) �= ∅ then4
i = sifId(v);5
Rq ← retrieve fsgIds(gi) from A2 I-index;6

else7
Rq ← Ω(gi);8

on large networks. Since the algorithm to efficiently support

query modification is similar to the one in [8], we do not

elaborate on it here.

6.1 Candidate Data Graphs Generation

Exact candidate Set. Algorithm 10 outlines the procedure

for retrieving Rq at a specific step. Given the G-SPIG Sm of

the latest added edge em and v is the target vertex of Sm, if

v represents a frequent fragment, then it retrieves fsgId set

of that fragment from the A2F-index and use it as the candi-

date set (Lines 1-3). If v represents a SIF, then the algorithm

retrieves fsgId set of the SIF from the A2I-index and use

it as the candidate set (Lines 4-6). Otherwise, v represents

a NIF. Hence, the supergraphlet id set of v, Ω(gi), which is

constructed during G-SPIG construction, is used as the can-

didate set (Line 8).

Similar Candidate Set. Algorithm 11 outlines the pro-

cedure SimilarSubCandidates for generating similar subgraph

matching candidates. In order to reduce the verification cost

for a large candidate set, the algorithm separates the candi-

date set into two parts, namelyRfree andRver.Rfree stores

identifiers of verification-free candidate graphs whereasRver

stores identifiers of candidate data graphs that need verifica-

tion. Given a subgraph distance threshold σ, the algorithm

exploits the level structure of G-SPIG in S to identify relevant

subgraphs of q that need to be matched for retrieving ap-

proximate candidate sets. Specifically, these subgraphs are

graphs represented by vertices at levels |q| − 1 to |q| − σ of

all G-SPIGs in S (Line 1). Recall that the level of a vertex in

a G-SPIG is the size of the query subgraph that its represent.

Algorithm 11: SIMILARSUBCANDIDATES
Input: Query fragment q, σ, G-SPIG set S
Output: Rfree, Rver

for i=|q|-1 to |q|-σ do1
foreach vj in ith level of S do2

if freqId(vj) �= ∅ or sifId(vj) �= ∅ then3
Rfree(i) ← Rfree(i)∪4
EXACTSUBCANDIDATES(vj );

else5
Rver(i) ← Rver(i)∪6
EXACTSUBCANDIDATES(vj );

Rver(i) ← Rver(i)− (Rfree(i) ∩Rver(i));7
Add Rfree(i) in Rfree and Rver(i) in Rver;8

Since the goal is to find graphlet or supergraphet that con-

tains subgraph Si of the query such that distSi(q,G) ≤ σ,

i.e., |Si| ≥ |q| − σ, all identifiers of candidate graphs can be

retrieved from vertices at levels |q| − 1 to |q| − σ.

Let Rfree(i) and Rver(i) store the verification free can-

didates and candidates that need verification in the i-th (|q|-
σ ≤ i < |q|) level of S, respectively. For each vertex vj
in the i-th level, if it is a frequent fragment or SIF, then

the algorithm retrieves the candidates satisfying vj using

the ExactSubCandidates procedure and combine them with

Rfree(i) (Lines 3-4). Otherwise, vj is a NIF and requires

verification. Consequently, Rver(i) is computed by com-

bining Rver(i) with candidates returned by ExactSubCan-
didates (Lines 5-6). Next, it removes candidates that exist in

bothRfree(i) andRver(i) fromRver(i) as these are already

identified as verification-free candidates (Line 7). Finally, it

adds Rver(i) and Rfree(i) in Rver and Rfree, respectively.

Example 8 Reconsider the formulation sequence of the query

in Figure 6 and the corresponding G-SPIG set in Figure 8.

Suppose σ = 2. When the first edge is added, G-SPIG S1 is

constructed (Line 3, Algorithm 2). The target vertex v1,1 is

passed as input to invoke Algorithms 10 and 11, respectively

(Lines 4-5, Algorithm 2). In Algorithm 10, since freqId(v1,1)

= 1, the identifier of fragment gv1,1 associated with v1,1
is retrieved (Lines 1-2). Based on the identifier, the corre-

sponding fsgId set is retrieved from the A2F-index and as-

signed to Rq (Line 3). Next, in Algorithm 11, as |q| = 1, Rq

remains unchanged.

When the second edge is added, S2 is constructed and

the target vertex is now v2,2. Algorithms 10 and 11 are in-
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Algorithm 12: EXACTVERIFICATION
Input: Query q, Rq , G-SPIG set S, DΔ

Output: Results
Sm ← the newest G-SPIG in S;1
v ← Sm,vtarget ;2
if freqId �= ∅ or sifId �= ∅ then3

Results ← Rq ;4
else5

foreach sgIdi in Rq do6
if graph GΔ with sgIdi already been constructed in7
DΔ then

Load GΔ from DΔ;8
else9

GΔ ← SUPGRAPHLETCONST(sgIdi , D�) /*10
Algorithm 4 */;
Add GΔ into DΔ;11

if VERIFY(q, GΔ) then12
Add sgId(GΔ) into Results;13

voked. Since freqId(v2,2) = sifId(v2,2) = ∅,Ω(gv2,2) =

gv1,1
� gv1,2

, which has already been computed during the

construction of S2. Hence, it is assigned to Rq . In Algo-

rithm 11, as |q| = 2, vertices at level i = |q| − 1 = 1 of the

G-SPIG set are considered (i.e., vertices v1,1 and v2,1). Since

freqId(v1,1) = 1, fsgId(gv1,1) = {27,24,11,3,2,5,30,
4,6,7} (Example 7) is retrieved from the A2F-index and

added into Rfree(1) (Lines 3-4). Similarly, freqId(v2,1) =
2 and fsgId(gv2,1) = {27,24,11,9,23,21,1,16,10} is

retrieved and added intoRfree(1) set. After this stepRver is

empty andRfree(1) = {27,24,11,3,2,5,30,4,6,7,11,
9,23,21,1,16,10} is added into Rfree (Line 8).

S3 is constructed with the addition of the third edge.

Hence, v3,3 is now the target vertex. Since freqId(v3,3) =
sifId(v3,3) = ∅, Ω(gv3,3) = gv3,2

� gv2,2 , which has al-

ready been computed earlier, is assigned to Rq . As |q| = 3,

vertices from level two to one (i.e., v2,2, v3,2, v1,1, v2,1 and

v3,1) of the G-SPIG set are considered. When level i = 2,

freqId(v2,2) = sifId(v2,2) = ∅, Ω(gv2,2) = gv1,1 �
gv2,1 = {27,24,11} is added into Rver(2) (Line 6, Algo-

rithm 11). Also, freqId(v3,2) = sifId(v3,2) = ∅,Ω(gv3,2
) =

gv2,1 � gv3,1 = {27,24,11,9,23,21,1,16,10} is added

into Rver(2), which is inserted into Rver after executing

Line 8. For i = 1, fsgId(gv2,1
) and fsgId(gv1,1

) are added

into Rfree(1) in the same way as discussed in Step 2. Since

freqId(v3,1) = 1, fsgId(gv3,1) = {27,24,11,9,23,21,
1,16,10} is retrieved by probing the index and added into

Rfree(1). Subsequently, Rfree(1) = {27,24,11,3,2,5,
30,4,6,7,11,9,23,21,1,16,10} is added into Rfree.

Finally, S4 with the target vertex v4,6 is constructed after

the addition of the last edge. Since freqId(v4,6) =

sifId(v4,6) = ∅,Ω(gv4,6) = gv4,4�gv4,5 = {27-33,24,11}
is assigned to Rq . As |q| = 4, vertices from level i =
|q| − 1 = 3 to i = |q| − σ = 2 of S are considered (i.e.,
v3,3, v4,4, v4,5, v2,2, v3,2, v4,2, and v4,3). For i = 3, fre-

Algorithm 13: SIMILARRESULTSGEN
Input: q, Rfree, Rver and σ, G-SPIG set S
Output: Ordered result set Results
for i=|q|-σ to |q|-1 do1

Results ← Results ∪Rfree(i);2
Rver(i) ← Rver(i) ∩Results;3
for each candidate graphlet c in Rver(i) do4

if SIMVERIFY(q, S, c, |q| − i) is True then5
Results ← Results ∪ {c};6

quent ids and SIF ids of v3,3, v4,4, and v4,5 are empty. Hence,

their supergraphlet id sets are added into Rver(3). Conse-

quently, Rver(3) = {27-33,24,11,17,32-35,27} is

added into Rver. For i = 2, sifId(v4,2) = sifId(v4,3) =
1, so fsgId(gv4,2) = fsgId(gv4,3

) = fsgId(sif1) =
{27-33,24,11,17,32-35} are added intoRfree(2). Since

frequent ids and SIF ids of both v2,2 and v3,2 are empty,

Ω(gv2,2
) = {27,24,11} and Ω(gv3,2) = {27,24,11,9,

23,21,1,16,10} are added intoRver(2). Also,Rfree(2) =

{27-33,24,11,17,32-35} andRver(2) = {27,24,11,
9,23,21,1,16,10}. Hence, the common values {24, 11}
ofRfree(2) andRver(2) are removed fromRver(2) (Line 7,

Algorithm 11). Hence, finallyRfree(2) = {27-33,24,11,
17,32-35} andRver(2) = {27,9,23,21,1,16,10} are

added into Rfree and Rver, respectively (Line 8).

6.2 Generation of Query Results

Exact subgraph matching results computation. The pro-

cedure for exact subgraph candidate verification is reported

in Algorithm 12. If the final query is a frequent fragment or

a SIF, the current exact subgraph candidate identifiers do not

need verification and can be returned immediately as the fi-

nal result (Lines 3-4). If the final query is a NIF, verification

is required (Lines 6-13). Notice that if a sgId in the candi-

date set does not exist inDΔ, Algorithm 4 will be invoked to

construct the supergraphlet before verification is performed.

Similar subgraph matching results computation. Al-

gorithm 13 outlines the procedure for generating ordered

query results containing approximate matches. As the sub-

graph distance of candidate graphs associated with the i-th
level of G-SPIGs in S is |q|− i, the higher level the candidate

graph is in S, the more similar it is to the query graph. At

each level i from |q| − 1 to |q| − σ in S, verification-free

candidates (Rfree(i)) are added first in Results (Line 2).

Then the elements in Rver(i) that already exist in Results
are removed from Rver(i) (Line 3). This step is necessary

because at lower levels, some data graph sgIds have already

been verified and added to Results at previous higher lev-

els. As such, they need to be removed from current Rver(i)
to avoid duplicate verification. Next, each candidate element

in Rver(i) is verified by SimVerify procedure [8] to obtain
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Table 2 Datasets.

Id No. of nodes No. of edges Avg. degree of nodes
D1K 1108 2977 5.38
D5K 5535 14202 5.14
D10K 11070 28012 5.07
D20K 21535 55160 5.13
D50K 53837 127278 4.73
D100K 107674 255523 4.75

the result set to be added intoResults (Lines 5-6). Note that

SimVerify extends VF2 [3] and exploits the G-SPIGs to han-

dle MCCS-based similarity verification (See Appendix F for

pseudocode). In order to facilitate retrieval of all matches in

a supergraphlet (discussed below) , we also store the states

of VF2 at termination.

Computation of all matches in a given supergraphlet.
Recall that in our visual paradigm a user may select a result

(super)graphlet GΔ to initiate viewing all matches (both ex-

act and approximate) to the query graph in GΔ. We again

exploit the G-SPIG of q and invoke the VF2 algorithm [3]

multiple times for each subgraph of q whose distance is not

larger than σ. Since this process can produce some redun-

dant matches, we filter them using a subset inclusion test.

Note that we do not need to find approximate matches start-

ing from σ = 0 as we can leverage previously-computed

states of VF2 at termination (by the SimVerify procedure).

The formal pseudocode is given in Appendix G.

Remark. Note that our focus here is not to develop an

efficient similar subgraph verification technique for large

networks. In fact, we can easily replace the implementa-

tion of SimVerify with a more efficient one without modi-

fying the framework of QUBLE. Similarly, since the size of

a graphlet (controlled by the partition threshold) is signifi-

cantly smaller than the original network in QUBLE to facili-

tate effective result visualization, we use the aforementioned

simple strategy to effectively compute all matches. Fortu-

nately, in spite of using such simple techniques, QUBLE has

very good performance as demonstrated in Section 7.

7 Performance Study

QUBLE is implemented in Java JDK 1.7. We run all exper-

iments on an Intel Xeon X5570 2.93GHz machine running

on Windows 7 x64 with 12GB RAM. Note that there is no

existing system that realizes our new visual subgraph query

paradigm on large networks. Nevertheless, since one of our

goal is to demonstrate that our proposed paradigm does not

sacrifice system response time compared to the traditional

paradigm, we confine ourselves to compare QUBLE (denoted

by QUB for brevity) against SAPPER9 (denoted by SAP) for

selective10 experiments. We obtain the binary code of SAP

from the authors of [20].
9 As of 1st Feb, 2013, the code of TreeSpan [22] is not publicly available.

10 Recall that SAPPER [20] only retrieves similarity matches containing same num-
ber of nodes as the query graph (Section 2.2). In contrast, QUB allows retrieval of

Table 3 α values.

Id α1 α2 α3 α4

D1K 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05
D5K 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05
D10K 0.01 0.015 0.02 0.025
D20K 0.01 0.015 0.02 0.025
D50K 0.005 0.01 0.015 0.02
D100K 0.005 0.01 0.015 0.02

7.1 Experimental Setup

Datasets. We use subsets of modified DBLP co-authorship

dataset modeled as a graph where a node and an edge rep-

resent an author and co-authorship, respectively. Since most

of the nodes are distinct author names, there are no frequent

fragments. Hence, in order to investigate the effect of fre-

quent as well as infrequent fragments, we map each node

(author) to its degree and use it as its label. This gener-

ates around 500 distinct node labels. The characteristics of

these datasets are reported in Table 2. Note that recent sub-

graph similarity search techniques on large networks such

as [13,20] have used datasets containing at most 10K nodes.

Querysets. Since queries are formulated by end users

using the visual interface, it is not realistic to expect a user to

formulate large queries visually. Therefore, we chose query

graphs having sizes of 4, 8, 12, 16, and 20 (Figure 23 in Ap-

pendix I depicts the queryset). All these queries are chosen

as NIFs as such type of queries demonstrate “worst” case

performance of QUB. Recall from Section 6.2, frequent and

SIF queries do not need expensive candidate verification as

the results can be efficiently computed directly from action-

aware indexes. On the other hand, NIF queries are not in-

dexed by our indexing schemes and require candidate ver-

ification. Besides, unlike traditional approaches [20] where

the benchmark queries are automatically generated from the

graph database, the queries here are visually formulated by

real end users. Hence, it is not possible to generate a large

number of visual queries as our preliminary study revealed

that such aspiration is not only expensive but also strongly

deters end users to participate in the empirical study. Unless

mentioned otherwise, we shall be using the default sequence

(see Appendix I) for formulating a particular query.

Participants profile. Eight unpaid male volunteers (ages

from 21 to 27) participated in the experiments. None of

them are familiar with any graph query languages. They

were first trained to use the GUI of QUB. For every query,

participants were given some time to determine the steps

that are needed to formulate it visually. This is to ensure

that the effect of thinking time is minimized during query

formulation. Note that faster a user formulates a query, the

lesser time QUB has for G-SPIG construction. Each query

was formulated five times by each participant and reading

similar subgraphs that do not necessarily have the same number of nodes as the query.
Hence, candidate data graphs as well as result sets generated by these approaches are
different and incomparable.
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(a) D1K (b) D5K

(c) D10K (d) D20K

(e) D50K (f) D100K
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Fig. 10 SRTs of QUBLE and SAPPER (in log scale).

of the first formulation was ignored. The average query for-

mulation time (QFT) for a query by all participants is given

in Appendix I.

Default parameter settings. We set σ = 4, β = 3,

p = 50 for QUB and θ = 3 for SAP unless specified other-

wise. We chose different values for α for different datasets

(Table 3). This is because the number of graphlets varies

greatly for different datasets. For example, there are only 69

graphlets in D1K but 17716 in D100K dataset under default

parameter settings. Therefore in order to have a reasonable

set of frequent fragments, we choose different α values. If

the same α is used for all datasets, the number of frequent

fragments will be unnecessarily too high in small datasets or

too small in large datasets to be meaningful. The default α
value is set to α1 in Table 3.

7.2 System Response Time (SRT)

We first investigate SRTs of QUB for evaluating subgraph

similarity queries by varying different parameters and com-

pare it with SAP. The average SRT is computed by taking the

average of SRTs of all participants (last four formulations).

In the sequel, the SRT of QUB refers to this average SRT un-

less specified otherwise. Furthermore, we group the query

set according to their sizes and SRTs of queries in each group

are averaged and recorded as the SRT of that group size.

Figure 10 reports the SRTs for different query size. In

SAP, the SRT refers to the query execution time. Each query

was executed five times and results from the first run were

always discarded. Observe that QUB performs significantly

better than SAP consistently across different query size for

different datasets. This is mainly because of QUB’s approach

of blending query formulation with query processing. As

(a) D1K (b) D5K (log scale)

(c)D10K (d) D20K

(e) D50K (log scale) (f) D100K (log scale)

Fig. 11 Effect of σ.

SAP failed to construct index for D100K in 3hrs, we do not

compare it with QUB for this dataset.

Effect of subgraph distance threshold. Recall that the

definition of edge edit distance θ in SAP is not compatible

with our subgraph distance threshold σ. While QUB allows

both edges and nodes to be missed (i.e., the node set of a

match can be a subset of the query graph’s node set), edge

edit distance only allows edges to be missed (i.e., the node

set of a match must be exactly the same as that of the query

graph). Besides, for an edge edit distance θ, if there is no

subgraph of the query that has exactly θ edges less than the

query and the same node set, SAP immediately terminates

its search. So a higher θ value may not return any result

for some queries. Hence, we do not compare the SRTs of

QUB with SAP under different subgraph distance threshold

values. Figure 11 plots SRTs of QUB for different σ values.

Generally, SRT increases with σ as more candidate graphs

are generated when σ is relaxed, allowing more approximate

matches of the query. However, in some cases it decreases

with increase in σ as it is influenced by the processing or-

der of vertices during subgraph verification. Importantly, the

SRTs are cognitively negligible as typically it takes less than

a second to view query results.

Effect of partition threshold. In Figure 12, we study

the effect of partition threshold p on the SRT. In most cases,

we observe an increasing trend in SRT. This is because when

p increases, the size of candidate data graphs increases. Thus,

it takes more time to perform subgraph isomorphism verifi-

cation on these candidate graphs. In some cases, we also

observe decreasing trend, due to decrease in the number of
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(a) D1K (b) D5K

(c)D10K (log scale) (d) D20K (log scale)

(e) D50K (log scale) (f) D100K (log scale)

Fig. 12 Effect of partition threshold on SRT.
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Fig. 13 Number of verifications.

candidate graphs. For a given dataset, when p increases, the

number of graphlets decreases. This sometimes leads to a

decrease in the number of candidate graphs.

Effect of the number of verification candidates. Fig-

ure 13 depicts the number of verification candidates in QUB

and corresponding SRTs of representative queries for dif-

ferent σ values. We use the D100K dataset as it produces

the highest number of candidate graphs. We can make the

(a) D1K (b) D5K (log scale)

(c) D10K (d) D20K

(e) D50K (log scale) (f) D100K (log scale)

Fig. 14 Effect of α.

(a) D1K (b) D5K

(c) D10K (d) D20K

(e) D50K (log scale) (f) D100K (log scale)

Fig. 15 Effect of β.

following observations. In most cases, the SRT is correlated

to the number of candidate graphs that require verification.

This is because in QUB when a user clicks Run, the can-

didate graph set has already been generated and only ver-

ification needs to be performed. Observe that the SRT is

not strictly proportional to the number of verification can-

didates. This is because the verification algorithm employs
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(a) DBLP (p = 50) (b) Youtube (p = 300)

Fig. 16 Performance of computing all matches.

Table 4 Index size (MB).

Dataset D1K D5K D10K D20K D50K D100K

QUB 56 262 441 589 781 1167

state space pruning, which in some cases reduces state space

faster than in other cases. Lastly, observe the sharp increase

in the SRT for Q2. This is primarily due to the simple sub-

graph verification method we have used rather than QUB’s

candidates pruning ability. We expect QUB’s performance to

significantly improve if a superior candidate verification al-

gorithm is adopted (e.g., [11]).

Effect of α and β. Figures 14 and 15 demonstrate the ef-

fect of α and β on the SRT, respectively. Overall, we do not

observe any clear trend in the SRT in relation to these param-

eters. Importantly, SRTs of the queries are low for different

values of α and β.

Cost of all-matches computation. We now measure the

time taken by QUB to compute all matches when a user

clicks on a result graphlet. Specifically, given a query graph,

we measure the maximal computation time (MCT), which

is the highest time taken on any graphlet in the result set.

That is, the MCT represents the “worst case” performance

of a query. Figure 16(a) depicts the MCTs of six represen-

tative queries across different values of σ. Clearly, the MCT

increases when σ increases since larger σ implies that QUB

generates more approximate matches. Importantly, although

we use a simple strategy for computing all matches, the MCT

is still below one second which is cognitively negligible.

7.3 Index Construction

Index size comparison. We study effects of various param-

eters on index size. Note that the publicly-available exe-

cutable file of SAP does not store indices back to the disk

after construction and terminates right after processing the

query input. Hence, we are unable to compare the index size

of QUB with SAP.

Due to the definition of SIF, the number of SIFs in each

dataset is typically much larger compared to the number of

frequent fragments. As such, the number of SIFs is an im-

portant factor contributing to index size. Hence, we study

effects of the number of nodes, p, and α on the number of

SIFs. Note that β does not influence the number of SIFs.

Fig. 17 Effect of SIFs.

(b) Partition threshold

(c) Minimum support threshold (d) Fragment size threshold

(a) Number of nodes

Fig. 18 Index construction cost.

Table 4 and Figure 17(a) report effects of the number of

nodes on index size and the number of SIFs, respectively.

Figures 17(b)-(f) plot effects of different parameters on in-

dex size and the number of SIFs for different datasets. We

can make the following observations. First, there is an in-

creasing trend in index size and the number of SIFs when

the number of nodes increases. Second, both index size and

the number of SIFs decrease when the partition threshold

increases and is not affected much by α and β. These obser-

vations can be explained as follows.

– Given a partition threshold p, the number of graphlets in-

crease when the number of nodes in a dataset increases.

Hence, for the same number of distinct labels, this in-

creases the number of distinct size-one fragments and

size-two fragments that have cover matches. Consequently,

the number of SIFs and index size have increasing trend.

– For a given dataset, when p increases, the number of

graphlets decreases. There are lesser boundary nodes and
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(e) Query Size 4(d) Query Size 8

(c) Query Size 12(a) Query Size 20

(b) Query Size 16

Fig. 20 Prefetching time and cost of fragment join (in msec.).
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Fig. 19 Steps in index construction.

as a result lesser size-two fragments that have cover matches.

Therefore, we observe a decreasing trend.

– Thresholds α and β do not affect index size and the

number of SIFs significantly as the number of frequent

fragments in the MF-index in most datasets (except D1K

which has more than 2200 frequent fragments and 7972

SIFs) is much smaller than the number of SIFs. Conse-

quently, the variance of frequent fragment number in this

index does not affect index size significantly. Also, al-

though when α increases, the number of frequent frag-

ments decrease and hence the number of SIFs should

increase, the increase amount is small compared to the

number of SIFs. Hence, we do not observe a clear in-

creasing trend.

Index construction cost. We now study the effect of

number of nodes and partition threshold on index construc-

tion time (Algorithm 1). Figure 18 depicts the index con-

struction cost of QUB and SAP by varying different param-

eters. Observe that there is an increasing trend in the index

construction time when the number of nodes increases. Sim-

ilar trend is observed for different partition thresholds. On

the other hand, α and β do not influence the index construc-

tion time significantly except for the D1K dataset, which has

a decreasing trend. Notice that the index construction time

of QUB is significantly lesser than that of SAP. These obser-

vations can be explained as follows.

First, the number of graphlets and boundary nodes in-

crease when the number of nodes increases. Consequently,

as reported earlier, the number of SIFs and index size in-

crease. Because there are more information that need to be

processed, the index construction time shows an increas-

ing trend. Second, for D1K dataset, the index construction

time is relatively larger because of a large number of fre-

quent fragments and clusters in the DF-index that need to be

processed. It decreases when α or β increases because the

number of frequent fragments decreases and there are lesser

clusters to construct in the DF-index when β increases.

Let us now investigate in detail the major steps of index

construction in QUB. Reconsider Algorithm 1 for index con-

struction. Once the partial set of frequent fragments are gen-

erated using gSpan, it consists of the following key steps: (1)

grouping frequent fragments according to their size (Line 4);

(2) identification of size-two SIFs and the complete FSG set

of size-two frequent fragments (Line 5); (3) identification of

the FSG set of frequent fragments having size greater than

2 (Line 6); and (4) generation of complete FSG sets of size-

two SIFs (Line 7). Hence, we now report the performances

of these four steps during index construction.

Figure 19 reports the execution time of these four steps

for different datasets and partition thresholds. For a given

dataset, when the partition threshold p increases, the num-

ber of graphlets decreases. There are lesser boundary nodes

and as a result lesser size-two fragments that have cover

matches. Consequently, there is a decreasing trend in the ex-
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Table 5 Effect of variation in query formulation sequence (in msec.)

Query Sequence S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 S9 S10 S11 S12 S13 S14 S15 S16 S17 S18 S19 S20 Avg.
SRT

Q1
1-20 3.0 7.4 4.7 1.9 15.0 1.1 0.9 1.0 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.1 1.0 0.9 1.0 1.0 3.1 3.1 2.75

18, 17, 19, 20, 16-5,

2, 4, 3, 1

0.3 0.6 0.3 0.9 0.8 0.4 0.3 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.5 1.0 1.2 1.4 5.7 10.4 9.7 1.65

Q2
1-20 4.5 5.8 0.9 1.3 0.4 0.2 0.3 0.7 0.6 1.3 2.2 3.7 3.9 4.2 4.5 4.9 5.3 5.1 5.5 6.1 44.75

20-7, 5, 6,4, 2, 3, 1 0.2 0.4 0.4 1.3 1.2 0.3 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.6 0.5 1.1 1.2 3.9 5.6 12.2 39.9 21.15

Q3
1-16 0.2 0.3 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.5 0.7 0.7 0.6 0.7 6.95

16-11, 9, 10, 8-1 0.8 1.2 0.2 0.5 2.1 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.4 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.6 0.7 7.25

Q5
1-16 1.6 1.8 0.1 0.2 0.7 0.3 0.2 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.6 0.5 0.5 8.4 25.2

16-1 0.2 0.3 0.5 2.8 2.3 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.3 0.3 0.5 0.5 0.9 1.2 8.65

Q6
1-12 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.4 0.5 0.5 0.6 1.3 1.4 1.35

12-1 1.3 1.7 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.4 0.6 1.0 1.2 1.4 0.8

Q8
1-12 6.8 13.8 15.0 0.4 1.3 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.4

12-1 5.3 8.6 0.8 0.8 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.3 5.1 0.15

Q9
1-8 4.1 4.8 0.1 0.2 0.5 0.2 0.6 1.4 3.05

8-4, 2, 1, 3 4.3 6.7 9.7 1.2 0.3 0.2 0.1 0.3 4.8

Q10
1-8 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.6 0.2 0.1 0.7 0.6 0.85

8-5, 3, 4, 2, 1 0.1 0.7 4.6 0.6 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.2 1.35

Q12
1-4 1.2 1.5 0.4 0.3 1.6

4-1 0.1 0.3 0.2 0.8 1.45

Q15
1-4 1.8 2.2 0.2 0.2 0.6

4-1 0.1 0.2 0.7 7.5 0.3

ecution time for Step 2. However, as p increases, the size of

partition graphs increases. Hence, it takes more time to ver-

ify whether a partition graph contains a SIF in Step 4. Thus,

the time taken to execute Step 4 increases. Observe that the

increase in runtime of Step 4 offsets that of Step 2. There-

fore, overall the index construction time increases when p
increases. Lastly, Steps 1 and 3 take significantly lesser time

compared to Steps 2 and 4 for all datasets except for D1K as

it contains a large number of frequent fragments.

7.4 Prefetching Time

Recall that Algorithm 2 is invoked every time a new edge is

added during visual query formulation. Particularly, Lines

2-5 are executed for each new edge. These steps involve

construction of a G-SPIG and computation of candidate sets.

Recall that during construction of a G-SPIG, we need to per-

form fragment join to compute the candidate set if a frag-

ment is a NIF (Line 13 in Algorithm 9). In this set of experi-

ments, we investigate the computation time of fragment join

operation during query formulation as well as prefetching
time (time to execute Lines 2-5 of Algorithm 2).

Prefetching time and fragment join cost. Figure 20 re-

ports the prefetching time and fragment join cost. Observe

that all prefetching times and fragment join execution times

take less than 50ms. Hence, both these operations are effi-

ciently supported in QUBLE and takes cognitively negligible

time. Notice that the fragment join cost may be zero for the

first two steps in some queries as these edges are not NIF and

can be directly retrieved using A2F and A2I-indexes. More

importantly, since the time taken to construct an edge in QUB

typically is at least 2 seconds11, prefetching step can easily

be completed by exploiting the GUI latency.

Query formulation sequence. Since a visual query can

be formulated by following different sequence of steps, dif-

ferent G-SPIG sets will be generated. We assess the effect

of different query formulation sequences on the prefetch-

11 Here we ignore the “user thinking time”. As the thinking time increases, the
latency offered by a GUI increases as well at each step.

ing time and SRT. Table 5 lists two different formulation se-

quences for representative test queries (we chose two repre-

sentative queries for each query size) and the average prefetch-

ing time (all participants) at different steps on D100K dataset.

Observe that the prefetching operation for both sequences at

each step is very efficient and takes negligible time. It is

significantly lower (almost an order of magnitude) than the

available GUI latency of at least 2 sec. Importantly, the for-

mulation sequences only have minor effect on the prefetch-

ing time. Last but not the least, the impact of query formu-

lation sequence on SRTs is cognitively negligible for these

queries highlighting the robustness of our technique.

7.5 Performance on a Million-Nodes Network

In the preceding section, we have empirically demonstrated

the superiority of QUBLE in processing subgraph queries on

networks containing at most 100K nodes. Although we use

a network that is an order of magnitude larger than those

used in recent studies [13, 20], today’s networks may have

millions of nodes (e.g., social networks). Can QUBLE sup-

port subgraph similarity queries on such massive networks?

In this section, we provide answer to this question affirma-

tively. Specifically, we use a Youtube social network graph12

where each node represents a user and each edge represents

the friendship relation between two users. This network con-

tains 1,157,827 nodes and 2,987,624 edges. Similar to the

DBLP dataset, we label each node using its degree which

yields 979 unique labels. We chose 17 NIF queries of sizes

4, 8, 12, 16, and 20 (See Appendix I for details). Unless

specified otherwise, we set α = 0.002, β = 3, σ = 4, and

p = 300. Using this setting, we get 733,188 graphlets, 106

frequent fragments and 41,280,795 SIFs. Since the number

of SIFs is very large, the A2I-index is stored in a RDBMS

(MySQL Community Server 5.5) as it is too large to fit in

the main memory. Specifically, the sizes of A2F and A2I in-

dexes are 1.93MB and 23.86GB, respectively (the index con-

struction cost is given in Appendix H).

12 Downloaded from http://snap.stanford.edu/data/
com-Youtube.html.
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Fig. 21 SRTs, Prefetching times, and cost of fragment join for the Youtube network (in msec).

Effect of query size and σ on SRT. Figure 21(a) re-

ports the SRT of QUB for different query size. Expectedly,

it increases with query size. Figure 21(b) depicts the SRT

across different values of σ. Since larger σ leads to more

approximate results which demands more verifications, the

SRT increases with σ. Importantly, the SRT is still below

5 seconds highlighting the effectiveness of QUB to handle

million-nodes networks.

Computing all matches. Figure 16(b) depicts the av-

erage MCTs for computing all matches. We can make the

following observations. First, for query size larger than 4,

the MCT increases when the query size or σ increases. This

is expected as the number of approximate matches increases

dramatically for these cases. Furthermore, larger queries also

may lead to larger result (super)graphlets due to the frag-

ment join process. Second, the performance of size-4 queries

does not change significantly for larger σ. This is because

the number of approximate matches does not increase sig-

nificantly for this case. Third and most importantly, even for

a million-nodes network our simple all-matches computa-

tion strategy takes only few seconds which we believe is ac-

ceptable in a visual querying environment.

Prefetching time and fragment join cost. Figures 21(c)-

(f) plot the prefetching time and fragment join cost of QUB.

Observe that larger queries and latter steps tend to take more

prefetching time. It is expected as the core cost is the con-

struction time of G-SPIG which grows for larger queries.

Nevertheless, even for the last step of a 20-edge query, the

prefetching time is still within the latency offered by the

GUI (at least 2 seconds). Additionally, similar to the DBLP

dataset, the fragment join operation is very efficient.

Query formulation sequence. Lastly, Table 6 lists three

different formulation sequences for representative test queries

and the average prefetching time (all participants) at differ-

ent steps. Observe that the prefetching time and SRT of all

sequences are very efficient. That is, despite the increase in

network size, the impact of query formulation sequence on

SRTs is cognitively negligible for these queries highlighting

the robustness of our paradigm.

8 Related Work

Recently, there have been a number of studies to speed up

evaluation of subgraph queries over large networks [4, 13,

14, 19–22]. In contrast to QUBLE, none of these strategies

address the subgraph query problem by partitioning a large

network into small pieces. The indexing strategies do not ex-

ploit frequent and infrequent patterns for candidate pruning.

More importantly, all these efforts follow the conventional

query processing paradigm where the formulation of an en-

tire query graph precedes its evaluation. In contrast, in QU-

BLE query processing is initiated when the entire query is

not known and leverages GUI latency and users’ interaction

behaviors for efficient pruning and retrieval. Nevertheless,

QUBLE is orthogonal to these traditional techniques.

More germane to this work is our previous efforts in [7,

8], where we realized the new visual querying paradigm to

support subgraph queries on a large set of small or medium-

sized graphs. Firstly, we focus on querying large networks

here instead of a large set of small or medium-sized graphs.

Secondly, we use SIFs instead of DIFs (discriminative in-

frequent fragments) as representative infrequent fragments.

Note that a DIF is either an infrequent fragment of size one

or it is a smallest infrequent subgraph of an infrequent frag-

ment. On the other hand, a SIF is either an infrequent frag-

ment of size one or it is a two-sized infrequent fragment

and an MCG of at least one adjacent set. Thirdly, the gen-

eration of frequent fragments and SIFs are much more in-

volved in QUBLE. In [7,8], frequent fragments and DIFs can

be directly generated by using an existing frequent subgraph

mining algorithm (executing only Line 3 in Algorithm 1). In

contrast, in QUBLE the network needs to be decomposed into

graphlets and supergraphlets (Lines 1-2) and then they need

to be carefully processed (Lines 4-7) to create partial fre-
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Table 6 Effect of the formulation sequence (in msec.)

Sequence S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 S9 S10 S11 S12 S13 S14 S15 S16 S17 S18 S19 S20 SRT

YQ1

Default 1.78 3.49 6.85 6.07 10.70

Seq1 1.38 2.57 4.33 4.92 9.10

Seq2 1.42 2.67 4.60 4.83 11.30

YQ2

Default 0.72 3.48 4.39 4.03 12.50

Seq1 0.69 3.31 4.18 3.85 10.30

Seq2 4.35 2.38 4.21 3.46 9.20

YQ5

Default 1.38 2.40 2.81 2.67 5.10 2.69 4.46 2.57 92.20

Seq1 1.29 2.07 2.48 3.59 2.51 1.62 3.56 2.15 77.80

Seq2 1.29 2.28 2.59 3.83 2.63 1.59 1.06 4.29 86.70

YQ6

Default 1.28 2.02 3.40 4.09 2.83 1.50 4.26 10.30 100.60

Seq1 1.34 2.13 3.28 2.81 5.86 14.35 2.41 1.37 173.60

Seq2 4.28 2.54 2.80 2.37 2.29 5.42 4.29 27.74 95.00

YQ9

Default 0.74 3.01 4.65 2.51 2.97 1.78 1.42 1.14 10.34 5.78 4.41 5.71 542.90

Seq1 0.74 3.09 2.91 2.22 4.21 2.51 1.45 1.32 2.65 10.18 4.91 5.66 499.60

Seq2 1.46 4.75 3.77 3.25 2.91 1.89 2.13 1.47 3.51 7.68 7.09 5.98 414.60

YQ10

Default 1.46 2.31 2.25 1.72 3.07 6.42 5.67 9.95 7.37 5.74 18.38 18.60 3.40

Seq1 1.52 2.41 2.22 1.59 3.37 2.99 3.28 5.11 7.07 8.25 25.79 19.72 4.80

Seq2 0.72 3.14 2.84 4.36 2.67 2.93 1.95 2.95 9.99 7.03 25.25 18.61 3.40

YQ13

Default 1.54 2.54 2.91 2.77 4.49 4.87 1.89 1.37 4.29 8.14 14.85 20.09 16.74 22.45 58.81 74.79 52.20

Seq1 0.97 3.85 4.19 2.22 1.99 1.30 1.98 0.97 2.55 8.80 11.19 15.00 14.66 24.88 35.59 110.73 81.00

Seq2 2.97 2.43 2.16 1.44 2.42 7.52 1.86 7.63 2.85 2.21 10.67 12.27 12.39 18.19 49.60 81.86 75.50

YQ14

Default 34.33 40.18 85.77 7.87 5.53 3.66 3.31 2.62 3.52 7.37 8.10 5.89 4.77 11.44 12.47 173.99 3,664.20

Seq1 2.91 6.97 3.38 2.46 2.73 3.99 2.38 5.88 2.21 2.97 5.09 3.74 8.97 14.09 14.56 179.09 2,323.60

Seq2 1.45 2.01 7.52 3.58 2.68 2.87 1.76 7.10 2.41 2.98 11.75 6.32 4.46 5.71 18.52 171.47 1,803.50

YQ16

Default 0.53 2.45 2.58 3.72 3.24 4.73 10.28 6.28 17.80 21.02 32.05 20.83 18.14 33.76 40.42 114.58 368.64 409.34 482.83 451.03 20.00

Seq1 0.73 2.45 2.38 3.62 2.79 1.53 1.62 3.63 5.82 17.21 11.03 8.74 41.08 16.17 35.99 198.45 395.76 406.96 501.54 466.33 24.40

Seq2 5.28 9.67 9.02 4.39 4.17 6.29 16.50 4.90 1.81 1.76 7.13 21.71 56.30 38.03 44.16 60.50 57.70 394.69 664.75 735.55 16.90

quent fragment set and SIFs. Fourthly, although the topolog-

ical structure of a SPIG [8] and a G-SPIG is identical, the ver-

tex content is different. In a G-SPIG, each vertex stores a set

of (super)graphlet identifiers of (Ω(g)) and a SIF id among

other features, which are irrelevant in a SPIG. Consequently,

the construction algorithm of G-SPIG differs from the SPIG

construction. Due to these differences, the candidate gener-

ation process during query formulation also differs. Lastly,

visualization strategy of query results is different in QUBLE

due to the cognitive burden imposed by large network.

9 Conclusions

In this paper, we have presented QUBLE - a visual frame-

work that supports processing of subgraph queries on large

networks by blending their evaluation with visual query for-

mulation. First, it decomposes a large network into a set

of graphlets and supergraphlets using a minimum cut-based

graph partitioning technique. Next, it mines approximate fre-

quent fragments and SIFs from them and identifies their oc-

currences in the data graph. Once these fragments are gen-

erated, QUBLE extends the indexing framework of [8] to

support efficient blending of visual subgraph query formu-

lation and query processing. It also supports an interactive

(super)graphlet-at-a-time results visualization scheme to pro-

vide a practical and effective visualization of query results.

Exhaustive experimental studies on large networks validated

the merit of QUBLE.
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A Proof of Lemma 1

(Proof by contradiction). The graph g has two edges. Since an edge
can only belong to one graphlet, in order to satisfy the condition of
MCG (Definition 5), the size of the adjacent set can only be at most
two. Furthermore, from the definition of adjacent set, its size must be
at least two. Therefore, the adjacent set size is exactly two.

Suppose there is an instance of g where the middle vertex is not
a boundary node. Then, all adjacent nodes of this node belong to the
same graphlet. Hence, the other nodes of g and the two edges of g
belong to the same graphlet, and g is not an MCG.

B Proof of Lemma 2

Let s be a mapping of g in GΔ. Since g1 ⊂ g and g2 ⊂ g, there
exist subgraphs of s that are mapping of g1 and g2 in GΔ. Let us refer
to these mappings as s1 and s2, respectively. Since V1 ∩ V2 �= ∅
and E1 ∩ E2 �= ∅, s1 and s2 also have common nodes and edges.
Consequently, g1 and g2 overlap in GΔ.

C Proof of Lemma 3

Suppose g1 ⊆ G1 ⊆ GΔ and g2 ⊆ G2 ⊆ GΔ, G1 and G2 are
graphlets or supergraphlets and all nodes and edges of GΔ belong to

either G1 or G2 or both. This means that sgId(GΔ) = sgId(GΔ1
∪

GΔ2
). Based on the definition of FSG, we have sgId(GΔ1

) ∈ fsgId(g1)
and sgId(GΔ2

) ∈ fsgId(g2).
Let s1 be a mapping of G1 in GΔ and s2 of G2. We have s1 is a

subgraph of G1 and s2 is a subgraph of G2. Based on the definition of
overlap graph, s1 and s2 have some common nodes and edges. So G1

and G2 must have some common nodes and edges and hence they must
contain some common graphlets. Hence, their supergraphlet identifiers

also share common identifiers. That is, sgId(GΔ1
∩GΔ2

) �= ∅. There-
fore, sgId(GΔ1

∪GΔ2
), which is supergraphlet identifier of GΔ, must

be included in J.

D Proof of Lemma 4

We have |g| > 2, g1 ⊂ g, g2 ⊂ g, and |g1| = |g2| = |g| − 1.
Suppose g1 and g2 have no common edges and nodes, as |g1| = |g|−1,
the maximum size of g2 is |g| − |g1| = 1. But |g| > 2 and |g2| =
|g| − 1. Hence |g2| > 2 − 1 (contradiction). Therefore, g1 and g2
have common edges and vertices. According to Corollary 1, (g1 � g2)
contains supergraphlet identifiers of all supergraphlets containing g.

E Proof of Theorem 1

We have the supergraphlet id set of gvm,i = gvm,j1 � gvm,j2 where
gvm,j1 and gvm,j2 are two parent vertices of vm,i or at the level that
is right above level of vm,i. The associated graphs of vm,i, vm,j1, and
vm,j2 are gvm,i , gvm,j1 , and gvm,j2 , respectively.

– |gvm,i | > 1 because all size-one fragments are either frequent or
SIF, and hence, a NIF gvm,i has a size of at least 2.

– If |gvm,i | = 2 is a NIF, then it does not have any cover match
because if it does, it is already a SIF. As it is only contained by
graphlets, all graphlets containing gvm,i are included in
fsgId(gvm,j1) ∩ fsgId(gvm,j2) where gvm,j1 and gvm,j2 are
two size-one subgraphs of gvm,i . Because any size-one fragments
are either a frequent fragment or a SIF, their fsgId set can be re-
trieved from the action-aware indices. As gvm,j1 and gvm,j2 each

Algorithm 14: SIMVERIFY
Input: Query q, G-SPIG set S, Candidate graph c, σ
Output: True if there exists at least one CCS s of q and c such

that dists(q, c) ≤ σ; otherwise, false
Sm ← the newest G-SPIG in S corresponding to q;1
for each vertex qs at level (|q| − σ) in Sm do2

Mapping set M ← VF2(v, c);3
if M is not empty then4

return True5

return False6

has only one edge and an edge can only belong to one graphlet,
all sgIds in fsgId(gvm,j1) and fsgId(gvm,j2) contain only one
gid. Thus, for any pair sgId1 = {gid1} ∈ fsgId(gvm,j1) and
sgId2 = {gid2} ∈ fsgId(gvm,j2), sgId1 ∩ sgId2 �= ∅ iff
gid1 = gid2. Therefore, sgId1 ∪ sgId2 ∈ gvm,j1 � gvm,j2

iff they belong to fsgId(gvm,j1) ∩ fsgId(gvm,j2). Therefore,
Ω(gvm,i) = gvm,j1 �gvm,j2 = fsgId(gvm,j1)∩fsgId(gvm,j2)
also includes sgIds of all graphs that contain gvm,i or
fsgId(gvm,i) ⊂ Ω(gvm,i).

– Suppose fsgId(gvm,i) ⊂ Ω(gvm,i) is true until |gvm,i | = k ≥
2. When |gvm,i | = (k + 1) > 2, Ω(gvm,i) = gvm,j1 � gvm,j2 .
From Lines 9 to 12 of Algorithm 9 and based on the definition of
G-SPIG, we have |gvm,i | > 2, gvm,j1 ⊂ gvm,i , gvm,j2 ⊂ gvm,i ,
and |gvm,j1 | = |gvm,j2 | = |gvm,i | − 1 = k.

If gvm,j1 and gvm,j2 have no common edges and vertices, as
|gvm,j1 | = |gvm,i | − 1, the maximum size of gvm,j2 is |gvm,i | −
|gvm,j1 | = 1. But |gvm,i | > 2 and gvm,j2 = |gvm,i | − 1. Hence,
gvm,j2 > 2− 1 = 1 (contradiction).

Therefore, gvm,j1 and gvm,j2 have common edges and vertices.
According to Corollary 1, Ω(gvm,i) = gvm,j1 � gvm,j2 includes
sgIds of all graphlets and supergraphlets that contain gvm,i .

If gvm,j1 or gvm,j2 is not frequent, Ω(gvm,i) is used to calculate
gvm,j1 � gvm,j2 instead. Because |gvm,i | = k, fsgId(gvm,j ) ⊂
Ω(gvm,j ) is true. Thus, Ω(gvm,i) = gvm,j1 � gvm,j2 still cor-
rectly includes sgIds of all graphlets and supergraphlets that con-
tain gvm,i . Hence, fsgId(gvm,i) ⊂ Ω(gvm,i) is true for |gi| =
k + 1.

Therefore, correctness of supergraphlet id set is ensured for all sizes of
gvm,i .

F Algorithm SimVerify

Algorithm 14 describes the pseudo-code to verify whether a candidate
graph c has at least one approximate match with distance σ to the query
graph q. To do so, it exploits the pre-constructed G-SPIG Sm corre-
sponding to q. Recall that each vertex in Sm is grouped by their size
and each vertex qs at level (|q|−σ) is a subgraph of q with size (|q|−σ).
Then, the only remaining task is to verify whether qs is an isomorphic
subgraph of c. We leverage VF2 algorithm [3] to achieve this. Specifi-
cally, each result of the VF2 algorithm is a mapping from nodes of qs
to nodes of c. Note that during the verification process, we only need
to know whether there exists at least one match of c. Hence, early ter-
mination is exploited here to reduce the execution cost. Additionally,
as the all-matches retrieval process in QUBLE needs all mappings from
VF2, we store the states of VF2 at termination. Note that the space
complexity of VF2 algorithm is linear to the graph size [3].
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Algorithm 15: RETRIEVEALLMATCHES
Input: Query q, G-SPIG set S, graphlet c, σ and stored State

from verification
Output: Set of matches Matches
Initialize Matches, TempM ;1
Sm ← the newest G-SPIG in S corresponding to q;2
for i = State.dist to σ do3

for each vertex qs at level (|q| − σ) in Sm do4
Mapping set M ← VF2(v, c);5
for each result mapping m ∈ M do6

if m is not included in any mappings in TempM7
then

Add m into TempM ;8

for each mapping m ∈ TempM do9
Construct the match from m;10
Add match to Matches;11

return Matches12

xxx
xxx
xxx
xxx
xxx
xxx

x

Fig. 22 Index construction cost.

G Pseudocode for Computing All Matches

Algorithm 15 outlines the algorithm for computing all matches in a
(super)graphlet. It simply invokes the VF2 algorithm multiple times for
each subgraph of q whose distance is not larger than σ. Note that this
process can produce some redundant matches. Consider two subgraphs
q1 and q2 of q such that q1 is a subgraph of q2. Obviously, some exact
matches of q1 against the (super)graphlet c may be contained in an

exact match of q2 against c. These matches do not provide additional
useful information to the end users. Hence, Lines 6-8 are used to filter
these redundant approximate matches. Notice that Line 7 is not another
subgraph isomorphism test but simply a subset inclusion test which can
be efficiently supported by encoding each mapping as bitarray. Also,
note that in Line 3, the algorithm exploits the stored states from VF2
rather than starting from i = 0.

H Index Construction Cost for Youtube Network

Figure 22 reports the cost of the four steps to construct the indexes for
the Youtube network. Observe that Steps 2 and 4 are the dominant cost
of the index construction process. It is expected as these steps depend
on the FSG size of each two-edge fragment which is linear to the data
size. Furthermore, Step 4 includes the cost of inserting SIFs into the
RDBMS. Meanwhile, Steps 1 and 3 depend on the number of frequent
fragments identified by gSpan. Since the number of frequent fragments
is small, the cost is low.

I Querysets

Figures 23 and 24 depict the querysets used in our study. The labels
on the edges of a query represent the default sequence of steps for
query formulation in QUB. For example, in Q15 (Figure 23) the de-
fault sequence of steps for query formulation is: [(5,3), (3,14),
(14,11), (11,7)]. The average query formulation time (QFT) for
a query by all participants is shown in parenthesis.
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Fig. 23 Query set (DBLP).
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Fig. 24 Query set (Youtube).


